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Murray PD
investigating
Friday night
shooting
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Alumni,
families mark
47th Douglass
reunion
By DAVID SNOW
editor@murrayledgercom

Mod
12010

Keynote speaker Marteze
Hammonds told those in attendance at the 47th annual Douglass High School Reunion Saturday that each of us is a link in
our family chain.
The former Douglass community resident, Murray State
University graduate and doctor
of education went on to describe the many purposes that
chains have, including each
link, which has a bond or connection to the other links.
"A chain is a series of usually metal links or rings that
are connected to each other in
a line," he said, quoting a dictionary definition, adding the
purposes of a chain, which include supporting heavy things,
holding things together, decoration, being attached to the arms
or legs of prisoners and to exert
power or transfer energy in an
effort to move forward.
See DOUGLASS Page 2
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'Nothing outside a man can
make him 'unclean' by going
into him. Rather, it is what
comes out of a man that
makes him 'unclean.'"
Mark 7:15

Staff Report
Two people were injured
just before 10 p.m. Friday in a
shooting on Brooklyn Drive in
Murray.
Both of the victims were
taken to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and were then
airlifted to Nashville hospitals,
according to a Murray Police
Department press release.
Police were called to
Brooklyn Drive in Murray
with the caller complaining
of gunshots heard in that area.
Upon arrival, police found two
apparent victims of gunshot
wounds.
One neighbor said he heard
gunshots, then heard tires
screech as a vehicle was leaving the scene.
The release stated that it
was an isolated incident, and
the department said the area
was safe and secure almost
two hours after the shooting.
No new information regarding a suspect was released
over the weekend, and there is
no new information on the victims or their status.
Mkirray Police said there
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TYLER DIXON/Ledger & Times
KETs Bill Goodman speaks Sunday at the Calloway County
Public Library. Goodman read excerpts from hs new book and
discussed the annual Fancy Farm Picnic.
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from the family business, Goodman Candy
Company. Goodman remembers long days when
he would find himself wearing down toward the
late afternoon, but his father stood steadfast and
continued until the job at hand was done.
Goodman's writing remembered details that
would seem minute to many, but for him, they
were aspects that made the stories complete.
It wasn't all nostalgia from Goodman, as he
gave his insights on Saturday's annual Fancy
Farm Picnic.
Goodman advises that Fancy Farm is much
like what he used to tell his father about Las Vegas, and said the picnic is a place a person needs
to attend at least once in his lifetime.
He said dating back many years, the organizers have always chosen a journalist or an office
holder to be the emcee of the picnic, but that has
reached a turning point in the last couple years.
Goodman said the usual job for an emcee
is to introduce the candidates, but the past two
emcees - including Saturday's Scott Jennings
- have taken jabs at both parties in an effort to
possibly get the crowd more into the speeches.
After he finished speaking, Goodman welcomed questions from the crowd and was asked
). See GOODMAN Page 6
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Kentucky Educational Television's Bill
Goodman found some time after the annual Fancy Farm Picnic to discuss his new book,"Beans,
Biscuits, Family and Friends," but also to give
an inside view of the current political landscape
in Kentucky.
• Goodmati grew up in Glasgow and is quick
to correct someone if they say he's from western
Kentucky.
"When they say something in Bowling Green
about western Kentucky,I say,'No sir,- he said.
"We try to correct that as much as we can."
He said he didn't get caught up in all of the
issues that come with living in rural Kentucky.
"It was a good upbringing and a good life,"
he said.
Goodman later read two essays from his book
that featured two of the four items mentioned in
the book's title. His first was about his father's
love of cornbread along with fond memories of
his mother in her kitchen, a memory that is at
the forefront of Goodman's mind when he thinks
about his mother.
The other featured his father and how he
would spend days making deliveries with him
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JOHN WRIGHT/
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Murray first responders
answer Friday's call to a
shooting on Brooklyn Drive.
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showers and thu
storms, mainly after lpm.
Partly sunny, with a high
near 89. East southeast
wind 3 to 5 mph.
Wednesday Night: A
slight chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 73. East southeast wind 3 to 5 mph.
Thursday: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a high near 87.
Southeast wind 3 to 5
mph.
Night:
Thursday
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 73. East southeast wind 3 to 5 mph.
Friday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Mostly sunny,
with a high near 88.
South wind 3 to 5 mph.
A
Night:
Friday
chance of showers and
Mostly
thunderstorms.
cloudy, with a low around
74. South wind 3 to 5
mph.
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was the assistant director of the Alexander, Asia Brear, Khad- education and taught at Center
to improve sour newspaper.
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The reunion held at Mur- James Hombuckle, Kenneth wonderful. Four years, I was
ray State University's Curris Jackson,Evan Karanja, Nehab- active all those years. We were
Center brought together stu- da Buczek Langharn, Jeremiah just a close-knit group; I had
dents who attended Douglass Malone, Des Jahvonni Miles, seven in my (graduating) class.
School, which provided in- Kiana Norsworthy, Jalen Old- ... I graduated as valedictorian
struction predominantly for ham,Cyra Perry,Cameron Pit- of my class.
"...Douglass, to me, was
black children in Murray until tman, David Pool, Caryonna
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this fall.
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Agriculture Page(M)
Other awards included L.P. High School and the first black
Each year, reunion orgaEducation Page(Tu)
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Cyra Perry, right, received a $1,000 scholarship from the Douglass High School Reunion
scholarship committee, which was presented by Illah Perry Grant. The award was presented at the Douglass High School Reunion, held Saturday at Murray State University's Curris
Center.
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The many signs of the annual Fancy Farm Picnic
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photos
U.S. Senator Rand Paul speaks before opponent Jim Gray
Satuday at the annual Fancy Farm Picnic.
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Lexington Mayor Jim Gray speaks after incumbent Rand
Paul Saturday.

crats on the stage.
That was also fodder for the
GOP's heaviest hitter, longtime
Kentucky U.S. Senator and current
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, who talked about how the
Democratic Party has gone from
dominating Kentucky politics to
being represented by a "couple
of nobodies and a couple of noshows."
However, Democrat Jim Gray,
who is attempting to unseat U.S.
Sen. Rand Paul in November,
stood up to be counted on his party's behalf.
"I want to say hello to Mr. McConnell, and I want to introduce
myself to Sen. McConnell because
he earlier referred to me as a nobody," Gray said. "I am Jim Gray,
and I am the guy who is going to
beat Rand Paul. And Senator,! will
see you next year on this stage.
"You know, I have had friends
and family tell me that I should
not make any waves today, to be
careful. Well, folks, the people
of Kentucky don't have time for
someone concerned about hurting
the feelings of a senator who has
been using the people of Kentucky
as a stepping stone since Day 1.
Today, we're going to tell it like
it is. Kentuckians deserve a senator who is one of their own. One
who's focused on their needs.'We
deserve a senator for.Kestuckians,
and today, this year, we Kentucky
voters have a choice between lifelong Kentuckian who's built the

family business around creating tacky behind. You can fit what's
jobs or a candidate whose family left of them in a phone booth — that
business is all about running for is, if you can find them."
president."
The Democrats' other major
Gray even used earlier quotes salvo came from political rookie
from GOP presidential nominee Sam Gackins of Christian CounDonald Trump.
ty, who fully embraced the Fancy
"'Rand Paul is using the people Farm tradition of breathing fire
of Kentucky.' Now, the Donald from the podium as he attempts to
went on to ask,'How does this guy defeat Republican James Comer in
get re-elected in Kentucky? I don't the race for Kentucky 1st District
get it.' Well Donald, I don't get it, Congressman. An Army and Maeither," Gray said, paraphrasing rine veteran of 13 years, Gaskins
Trump from early in the campaign. did not shy away from the bright
Still, the Democrats' lower lights inside the pavilion.
numbers on the stage seemed easy
"Y'all can cuss me all you
fodder for a political veteran like want. I don't care. It's real simMcConnell.
ple. I'm the one that was standing
"The attorney general (Andy there defending your right to say
Beshear) couldn't be here," he just that," he said, taking shots at
said. "Apparently he had a sched- the GOP."My opponent is siting
uling problem. The secretary of here saying that he's for Kentucky
state couldn't be here. She had a and for Kentucky coal. Everybody
scheduling problem. Everyone over here's saying that. They've
knows it's the first Saturday of Au- had eight years to fight Barack
gust every single year. Somebody Obama on this. So where've you
responsible for scheduling elec- been?
tions ought to be able to work it in,
"Jamie, I'm glad I'm running
don't you think?
against you. You're the only real
"There's a reason Democrats Kentuckian here. We have somewent from dominating Kentucky one from Connecticut. Mitch went
politics to being represented here on back to Alabama and Rand's
by a couple of nobodies and a cou- done gone back to Texas. This is
ple of no-shows. There's a reason my home. I have lived here. I will
they had to import a North Carolin- not ever turn my back on this state
ian (former U.S. Sen. Kay Hagan) ever! I'm going to run over whoto support (presidential candidate) ever tries to run over Kentucky,
Hillary Clinton. Democrati have and it doesn't take a lot of money
failed in Frankfort. Democrats to do it,just a little bit of gas and a
have failed in Washington. Dem- big mouth."
While the political speaking is
ocrats have embraced the far left
and left the middle class and Ken- always a highlight at Fancy Farm,

the barbecue is also well known.'
It has attracted The Food Network
in past years and has a place in the
Guinness Book of World Records
as being the biggest single barbecue event in the world.
However, the sales of the estimated 19,000 pounds of barbecue created for this activity each
year serves a very important — one
could even say higher — purpose.
"You're got to keep in mind
that the money raised for this is
plowed right on down to our parish community, which helps many,
many people," said Picnic Political
Chairman Mark Wilson, who gave
an example of how these funds
are used at St. Jerome's Catholic
Church in Fancy Farm."Last year,
these funds helped make possible
a mission trip to Jamaica. My own
wife (Lori) was part of that, and
the thing she came back with from
that is knowing how blessed we
are to live right here in Kentucky."
Richard Hayden has been involved with preparing the pork
and mutton that drives those sales
for 35 years.
"I do like being part of it. It
gets a little hot,though," he said as
he and others manned the lines and
lines of cinder, brick smoking pits
where the meat is cooked, which
he said can become a pretty popular gathering place for visitors.
"We don't mind that, either. Whoever wants to see it and come look
(at the meat as it is cooking), we'll
let them see it."•

Dr. Couch brings neurology
expertise to Paducah
Now part of region's largest physician group

inion
resent; Curris
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Dr. Jim Ed Couch has moved his practice from Murray to join Mercy Neurology in Paducah. He's
now part of Mercy Medical Associates, the largest multi-specialty physician group in the region. So
when you need expert neurology care, Dr. Couch and Mercy Neurology are just a short drive away.
Dr. Couch joins neurologists William Hogancamp, MD; Niranjan Siva, MD; Van Woeltz, MD; and
Lisa Buford, PA-C, as well as his brother, neurosurgeon Jonathan Couch, DO, to form the Mercy
Neurosciences team.

MERCY

Neurology
Now accepting new patients. Call 270-538-6700 to make an appointment.

Caring together. MERCYHEALTH

Mercy Neurology
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Veterans assistance offered

Martha
Finney Andrus„
Community editor

Veterans and their families will be provided
counseling and assistance in filing claims for
state and federal benefits on Tuesday, Aug. 9,
Wednesday, Aug. 10, and Thursday, Aug. 11, at
the Mayfield VA Clinic, 1253 Paris Road. Walkins will be scheduled an appointment. Call 270247-2455,ext. 73905 or email ronaldincclureig
ky.gov.

Parkinson's group will meet

The Parkinson's Support Group will meet at
noon on Tuesday,Aug.9,at the Weakys Community Center. Jasmine Young from Murray State
University will speak on the LSVT-loud, a program for Parkinson's
patients to help them regain normal speaking volume. Persons coming for lunch should arrive by 11 a.m. For more information,call Jan
Flynn at 270-753-6845.

Fall bowling leagues to organize
Fall bowling leagues will start soon and organizational meetings
will be held at 6:30 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 11, for the Thursday Night
Women's League;at 10 am.Saturday,Aug. 13,for the Youth League
(ages 5-19); at 6:30 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 14,for Sunday Night Mixed
League and at 6:30 p.m. Monday,Aug. 15,for Kentucky Lake Open
League. For more information or to reserve a spot on a team, call
Donna Darnell at 270-759-9246.

Photo provided
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Jack
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musical
the
SMILE: Pictured is Kitty Norton, one of the members of
in the Calloway County Public Library Summer Reading program.

Democratic Party will meet Tuesday
The Calloway County Democratic Party will meet at 5 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 9, at Pagliai's. All Democrats are invited to attend. For
more information, call 270-978-5941.

Special to the Lodger
The National Society of High
The Center for Accessible Living and the Murray-Calloway School Scholars (NSHSS) has
County Endowment for Health Care are co-hosting a public forum announced that Alyssa Diane
to discuss the needs and challenges facing people with disabilities Sullivan of Murray has been sein our community from 4-6 p.m. Wednesday,Aug. 10, in the private lected to become a member of
dining room of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All interest- the organization.
ed are invited to attend. For more information, contact Constance
The society recognizes top
Alexander at constancealexander@twc.om or call 270-753-9279.
scholars who have demonstrated
leadership, scholAlumni and Assoc. of CC Schools to meet outstanding
arship and community commitThe Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools will ment. The announcement was
meet at 5:15 p.m. Tuesday,Aug.9,at Tom's Grille. The annual busi- made by NSHSS founder and
ness will be conducted which includes the selection of replacement chairman Claes Nobel, senior
board members. The year will be reviewed and future events will be member of the family that estabdiscussed. All potential members and current members are invited
lished the Nobel Prizes.
to attend.
"On behalf of NSHSS, I am
honored to recognize the hard
Murray Star Chapter will meet
work, sacrifice and commitment
The Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will that Alyssa has demonstrated to
meet Tuesday, Aug.9. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. and the meet- achieve this exceptional level of
ing will follow at 7 p.m.
academic excellence," said Nobel."Alyssa is now a member of
Green Bag Day to be held
a unique community of scholars,
The Green Bag Day for Need Line will be Saturday,Aug. 13. Sug- a community that represents our
gested items are peanut butter, salmon, spaghetti sauce, dry beans, very best hope for the future."
pancake mix and syrup, fruit, tuna, canned chicken, spaghetti, Jiffy
"We are proud to provide
corn meal mix,soup, vegetables, macaroni and cheese, shelf stable, lifetime membership to young
dry or canned milk,sugar or sugar substitutes, pudding and popcorn. scholars to support their growth
Visit www.NeedlineFoodProject.com or call 270-681-2296 for more and development," said NSHSS
information. Bags may be left at the Need Line door under the awning at 509 N. Eighth St.

ALS Support Group will meet
The Murray ALS Support Group will meet at 6 p.m. Thursday,
Aug. 11, in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board Room.
Heather Case with Legacy Oxygen will be the guest speaker. The
Walk to Defeat ALS will be Saturday, Sept. 10, at the CFSB Center
on the campus of Murray State University. For more information,
contact Mitzi Cathey at 270-293-1748.
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A line dance class will be held at 5:30 p.m. every Wednesday at
the American Legion Hall, Bee Creek Drive. Class fee is $5. A couples class is offered at 6:30 p.m. for $10. For more information, call
Donna at 731-445-0080 or show up for the class. Everyone is welcome.

HAPPENINGS
flENISE HOWARD

Another great week here at Hickory Woods has come and gone.
We have had a blast with people
coming to either entertain or play
games with us. We even went on
an outing and of course we had a
great time there too. We have fun
everywhere we go and with all we
do. We started with Richard Dennis and his One Man Band playing for us on Tuesday. We love
to be entertained in our cool and
beautiful living room.

Alyssa Diane Sullivan

DIABETIC SHOE
CENTER
Do You Qualify for Diabetic
Footwear Benefits?

.0110.

If you have Medicare Part B and Supplemental
Insurance, you may be eligible for

DIABETIC SHOES
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The Ladies Golf Association
of the Murray Country Club
held a par-3, 18-hole scramTuesday Farmers Market to be held
ble on Wednesday, with Tern
The Tuesday Farmers Market will be from 2:30-6:30 p.m. at the Pickens as hostess. Sue Collins,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital parking lot on the corner of Gwen Mathis and Linda Porcher
Eighth and Poplar streets. The same vendors from the Saturday mar- won the scramble.
ket will be at this location with seasonal produce available.
Chip-in for all golfers was
won by Sheila Henry and Gwen
Celebrate Recovery to meet
Mathis.
Celebrate Recovery is a 12-step Christ-centered recovery meeting
The next Ladies Day will be
program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups. at 9 a.m. Wednesday, Aug. 10.
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at Hope Pairings will be made that mornHarbor Church, Kentucky 94 East. For more information, call 270- ing with Val Heath as hostess.
753-6695.

Line dance class offered

President James W. Lewis."We
aim to help students like Alyssa build on their academic success by connecting them with
unique learning experiences and
resources to help them prepare
for college and meaningful careers."
NSHSS members automatically become lifetime members
at the time of their initial membership. At each step along the
way,from high school to college
to career, NSHSS connects outstanding young scholars with
the resources they need to develop their strengths and pursue
their passions.
For more information about
NSHSS,visit www.nshss.org.

AT LITTLE OR NO COST TO YOU
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Next to being entertained we
love to play games especially Bingo and when people come and
play with us we get very excited.
A Place Called Home came and
called for us on Wednesday and
we are so thankful for them sharing their time with us. On Thursday we headed the bus to Kenlake
ate lunch and played Bingo with
them. All the residents won at
least 2 or 3 times, Mr. Bright won
4 times! Poor Mitzi and lhad terrible cards and finally I won a game
and the coverall which I shared
with her. We really didn't mind
but the residents thought it was
funny that they were winning
and we weren't. Either way it was
a wonderful day we had a good
meal, beautiful view, and a spirited game of Bingo.
On Friday we had our Olympic
opening ceremony. We are gearing up for two fun packed weeks
of medal winning games. We will
play games the next two weeks
and have our own medal ceremony at the end with our countdown
to gold. I am telling you what,
these people like to win and they
are very competitive all the way
down to the trash talking. It will
be interesting to see who wins
the most and what color they are.
They really don't mind if they are
silver or bronze they nist want to
win the most. Stay tuned to see
who and what everyone wins I
personally can't wait.
#11915

Dialysis support group meeting planned
A dialysis support group meeting will be held at 4 p.m.,Tuesday,
Aug. 9, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for Health
and Wellness. The meeting is open to patients, family members or
community members who are affected by kidney disease or are
interested in learning more about kidney disease and dialysis. For
more information, call Tasha Mitchell 270-759-3080.

All Makes

Oil Change
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Senior bowling league available
A bowling league for senior citizens meets at 1 p.m.every Wednesday at Corvette Lanes. The cost is $10 for three games and is open
to all senior citizens. For more information, contact Don or Betty
Knieriem at 270-293-7364.

East Elementary SBDM Council to meet

The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at
II am. Wednesday, Aug. 10, at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
Martha Cretan will speak on "Murray Woman's Club Then and
Now." There will be a potluck salad luncheon. Cynthia Barnes and
Pat Harrington are the hostesses.

Align:new
Bat teries
Belts

Murray Chapter 616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet from 9-10 a.m. every Tuesday at First Christian Church. Enter
at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For more information, call Janet West at 270-435-4467.

MVVC Delta Dept. will meet Wednesday

Tires • Brakes

Hoses

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC

East Calloway Elementary Site-Based Decision-Making Council
will meet at 3:45 p.m. Monday, Aug. 8, in the teachers' lounge. All
interested are invited to attend.

Utterback Rd. • Murray,KY
Pbone:(270)7394700
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Local student receives national honor

Public forum to be held Wednesday
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Cindy Carol Hutson
Cindy Carol Hutson, 56, of Dexter, Kentucky, died Thursday,
Aug. 4, 2016, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Murray.
She was born Nov. 16, 1959, in Calloway County, Kentucky, to
Joe E. Rudolph and Delores Jean Cothran Rudolph.
She was a homemaker,a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a member of Palestine United Methodist Church.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by one
brother, David Rudolph.
Mrs. Hutson is survived by her husband,Carl Ray Hutson of Dexter,to whom she married on March 16, 1990,in Murray; four daughters, Ken Hutson of Murray; Lisa Hutson Cross and husband Wayne
of Waco,Texas; Danielle Williams of Murray and Brandi McDaniel
of Mayfield; one son, Jason Hutson of Madisonville; one brother,
Ricky Rudolph and wife Wyvonne of Dexter; three grandchildren,
Allyssa and Allayna Williams and Trevor Donelson, all of Murray
and four stepgrandchildren.
Funeral services were at 4 p.m. Sunday.Aug. 7,2016,at Palestine
United Methodist Church with Ronnie Burkeen and Robert McKinney officiating. Burial followed in the Palestine United Methodist Church Cemetery, Visitation was from 2-4 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 7,
2016,at the church. ,
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.

Marshall Thomas'Tom'Parker
Marshall Thomas -Tom" Parker,80,of Mayfield, Kentucky,died
Saturday Aug. 6, 2016, at Green Acres Healthcare Facility in Mayfield.
He was a retired electrician with General The and Rubber Company in Mayfield, a 10-year U.S. Navy veteran having served in
Vietnam and a member of New Home Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by his first wife,Barbara Parker, guand- •
child, Kelia Brook Parker and his parents, William "Tut" and Brown
Theodore Parker.
Mr. Parker is survived by his wife,Janice Parker of Mayfield;two
sons, Marshall Thomas Parker II and wife Mary of Custer, Montana
and David Lynn Parker of Murray; one daughter Tanya Parker West
and husband Tony of Lynnville; step-daughter Sheri Babbs and husband Scott of Paducah; three grandchildren; six stepgrandchildren
and two stepgreat- grandchildren.
A memorial graveside service will be at 2 pm.Tuesday Aug. 9,
2016, at Highland Park Cemetery with C.W. Jackson officiating.
Military graveside rites will be conducted by the American Legion
Post 26. No visitation is scheduled.
In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, P.O. Box 1000, Dept 142, Memphis,TN 381019908.
Byrn Funeral Home,Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements.

Iran executes nuclear scientist who was convicted of spying
By NASSER KARIM! and
JON GAMBRELL
Associated Press
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News about Amiri, born in
1977, has been scant since his
return to Iran. Last year, his father told the BBC's Farsi-lanTEHRAN,Iran (AP)- Iran guage service that his son had
executed a nuclear scientist con- been held at a secret site. Ejehi
victed of spying for the United said Amiri's family mistakenly
States, an official said Sunday, believed he received a 10-year
acknowledging for the first time prison sentence.
that the nation secretly detained
On Tuesday, Iran announced
and tried a man who was once it had executed a number of
heralded as a hero.
criminals, describing them
Shahram Amiri defected to mainly as militants from the
the U.S. at the height of Western country's Kurdish minority.
efforts to thwart Iran's nuclear Then an obituary notice for Amiprogram. When he returned in ri circulated in his hometown of
2010, he was welcomed with Kermanshah, a city some 500
flowers by government leaders kilometers (310 miles) southand even went on the Iranian west of Tehran, according to the
talk-show circuit. Then he mys- Iranian pro-reform daily newsteriously disappeared.
paper Shargh.
He was hanged the same
Manoto, a private satellite
week that Tehran executed a television channel based in Longroup of militants, a year after don believed to be run by those
Iran agreed to a landmark ac- who back Iran's ousted shah,
cord to limit uranium enrich- reported Saturday that Amiri
ment in exchange for the lifting had been executed. BBC Farsi
of economic sanctions.
also quoted Amiri's mother sayAmin first vanished in 2009 ing her son's neck bore ligature
while on a religious pilgrimage marks suggesting he had been
to Muslim holy sites in Saudi hanged by the state.
Arabia. A year later, he reapThe Associated Press could
peared in a series of contradic- not immediately reach Amiri's
tory online videos filmed in the family.
U.S. He then walked into the
His disappearance came as
Iranian-interests section at the Western countries stepped up
Pakistani Embassy in Washing- their efforts to impede Iran's
ton and demanded to be sent nuclear program under the govhome.
ernment of hard-line President
In interviews, he described Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. The
being kidnapped and held U.S. actively tried to recruit nuagainst his will by Saudi and clear scientists to defect. Later,
American spies. U.S. officials four Iranian nuclear scientists
said he was to receive millions were assassinated between 2010
of dollars for his help in under- and 2012, and Iran blamed the
standing Iran's nuclear program. slayings on Israel and the West.
Iranian judiciary spokesman
The Stuxnet computer virus,
Gholamhosein Mohseni Ejehi widely believed to be a joint
said Amiri "had access to the U.S.-Israeli creation, disrupted
country's secret and classified thousands of centrifuges at a
information" and "had been uranium enrichment facility in
linked to our hostile and No. 1 Iran.
In June 2010, a shaky online
enemy, America, the Great Savideo emerged of Amiri saytan."
The spokesman told journal- ing he had been kidnapped by
ists that Amiri had been tried in American and Saudi agents and
a death-penalty case that was was in Tucson, Arizona.
A short time later, he apupheld by an appeals court. He
did not explain why authorities peared in a professionally shot
never announced the conviction, online video near a chess set,
though he said Amiri had access saying he wanted to earn a doctorate in America and return to
to lawyers.

1 of 2 skydivers killed in
California was first-time jumper
the first time had a brother and
several other people with him
at the skydive center. The group
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - with the 18-year-old man also was
One of two skydivers who died jumping Saturday, Dause said.
The younger man had been
plummeting into a Northern
California vineyard was 18 and jumping in tandem with a skydivjumping for the first time, and his ing instructor, a veteran who had
family was there watching when about 700 previous jumps, Dause
he hit the ground,the owner of the said. The sheriff's office said Satskydiving center and local author- urday the parachute did not open,
and the two hit the ground. Depuities said Sunday.
San Joaquin County sheriff's ties found the bodies in a vineyard
officials as of Sunday had not just south of the center's landing
publicly identified the new sky- zone. Dause told Sacramento telediver or the skydiving instructor vision station KCRA on Saturday
killed Saturday in Lodi, Califor- that it appeared "something may
nia,85 miles east of San Francis- have gone out of sequence in the
jump." Dause said Sunday he had
co.
Authorities still were trying to no more information, partly bereach one of the men's family for cause authorities were holding all
notification, sheriff's Sgt. Bran- the equipment used in the jump
don Riley said Sunday. The oth- for investigation, he said.
The wind and other conditions
er man was in his mid-20s, Riley
were "perfect" at the time of the
said.
One of the two was from an- jump, Dause said. "Conditions
other country, said Bill Dause,. had nothing to do with it."
An exact cause will be deterowner of the Lodi Parachute Center, where the accident happened. mined by Federal Aviation AdThe young man jumping for ministration investigators. NI

Martha Osmus
Martha Osmus, 89, of Almo, Kentucky, died Saturday, Aug. 6,
2016, at Oakview Nursing and Rehab, Calvert City, Kentucky.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Louisville company faces proposed
fines over worker death in Illinois
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) Federal regulators are proposing
fines of more than $320,000 for
safety violations for a Louisville
company whose employee died
in a fatal fall in Illinois.
The Occupational Safety and
Health Administration has proposed the fine for Material Handling Systems.
The Courier-Journal reports
a 42-year-old man was dismantling equipment in February
when he fell 22 feet at a United
Parcel Service facility in Addison, Illinois. Material Handling

Systems and MHS Technical
Services were working under
contract with UPS to replace
conveyor systems.
Assistant Labor Secretary
David Michael says in a statement that OSHA cited Material
Handling Systems twice previously for exposing workers to
fall hazards - including at the
same site four months earlier.
Regulators cited the company
for three willful violations late
last month, along with repeat
and serious violations.•

Inspired by Huck Finn, Georgia
couple plans river adventure

Associated Press photo
In this July 15, 2010 photo, Shahram Amiri, an Iranian nuclear scientist greets his son Amir Hossein as he arrives to the
Imam Khomeini airport after returning from the United States,
outside Tehran, Iran.
Iran if an "opportunity of safe
travel" presented itself. His wife
and son remained behindin Iran.
"I have not done any activity
against my homeland," he said.
But soon, another clip contradicted that, and he appeared at
the Pakistani Embassy.
Hillary Clinton, who was
then the secretary of state,
stressed that Amiri had been in
America "of his own free will."
"He is free to go," she said.
U.S. officials at the time told
the AP that Amiri was paid $5
million to offer the CIA information about Iran's nuclear program, though he left the country
without the money. They said
Amiri, who ran a radiation-detection program in Iran,traveled
to the U.S. and stayed there for
months by choice.
Analysts abroad suggested
Iranian authorities may have
threatened Amiri's family back
in Iran,forcing him to return.
On his return from the U.S.,
Amiri was greeted at airport by
high-ranking government officials and was invited to TV talk

shows where he explained how
he bypassed a U.S. trap to get
home. Many newspapers published accounts of his return on
their front pages and some suggested a movie be made from
his story.
He said Saudi and American officials had kidnapped him
while he visited the Saudi holy
city of Medina. He also said Israeli agents were present at his
interrogations and that that CIA
officers offered him $50 million
to remain in America.
"I was under the harshest
mental and physical torture," he
said.
Amiri's case indirectly found
its way back into the spotlight
in the U.S. last year with the
release of State Department
emails sent and received by
Clinton, now the Democratic
presidential candidate. The release of those emails came amid
criticism of Clinton's use of a
private account and server that
has persisted into her campaign
against Republican candidate
Donald Trump.•
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ST. MARYS, Ga.(AP) - A and-a-half months to complete
Georgia couple plans to cross the journey, with the toughest
the nation by canoe on a jour- stretch at the beginning, where
ney inspired by the classic book shallow water will likely force
"The Adventures of Huckleber- them to get out of the water and
ry Finn."
carry their canoe over land from
Cody Presny and Haley Bra- time to time, Presny said.
sile plan to start their journey on
"The beginning will probably
Minnesota's Lake Itasca, then kick our butts for the first few
continue paddling south on the weeks," he said.
Mississippi River until they
They also have to navigate
reach the Louisiana Gulf Coast, 29 locks and dams, mostly at the
The Brunswick News reported first part of the journey. Some of
the waits may be longer than a
(http://bit.ly/2aDHCbL).
They say their trek is aimed at day,Presny said.
supporting the Mississippi River
"It all depends on the traffic
Network and the organization's that day," he said.
work to protect the river. They
Once the river opens up, it
are both Western Illinois Uni- can be as wide as four miles.
versity graduates with degrees Presny said they plan to average
in recreation, parks,tourism and about 25 miles a day, camping
administration.
much of the time. They will also
"We wanted to do this as a post information about their daiservice trip and a travel trip," ly travels online to keep readers
Presny said. "I've been wanting updated on their travels.
The couple plans to start padto do this for years. I've always
wanted a Huck Finn adventure." dling later this month.They plan
Presny most recently man- to post updates on their journey
aged a kayak rental business in at amongstthecurrent.com and
St. Marys and worked as a nat- on Facebook.
They've both paddled togethuralist at Crooked River State
er and know how to work with
Park.
The couple plans to travel a each other, they said.
"It mixes everything we like
total of 2,320 miles from Minas a couple," Brasile said."It's a
nesota to New Orleans.
It will take about three- meaningful adventure."

CORRECTION
Murray High School Principal Teresa Speed was misidentified
in the article "Murray students getting started Wednesday" and the
accompanying photo on Page 2A of the weekend edition.
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•GOODMAN...

while the state Democrats have
From front
$74,000.
"It's a big money game, and
about Lexington Mayor Jim
Gray's chances against incum- if you don't have it, it's going to
bent Rand Paul in the U.S. Sen- be mighty tough for you to do
well," he said.
ate race.
Friends of the Library memGoodman said his family and
the Gray family have known ber Ryan Alessi introduced
each other for a while, but he Goodman and commended his
wasn't as familiar with Jim Gray efforts as a respected journalist and a talented interviewer.
until later in life.
"I think Jim Gray, the Dem- Goodman was later asked if he
ocratic U.S. Senate candidate, saw interviewing as an art form.
He said it's important to liswould have to work every single
day from now until the election ten and have a conversation,
to have a chance, and I'm not rather than constantly asking
sure he's going to do that," he questions.
Goodman was also asked
said."It's not because he doesn't
want to; it's because he has an- about the future of KET,and he
other job as mayor of Lexing- said he is concerned going forward. When he was growing up,
ton."
Goodman said money will Goodman said there were only
be a factor going forward in three outlets for people to get
Gray's campaign because the news, but in today's age, there
Democratic Party is only shell- are many more with most of
ing out money to campaigns that them turning a profit.
"It's a wonderful part of the
it thinks has a chance. He said
the state Republican Party has history of Kentucky, and I hope
about $1.1 million in the bank, it continues to be," he said.•

Tourist recounts filming of
bears swimming at Lake Tahoe
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE,Calif.(AP) — Norma Alvarez Gonzalez, a Venezuelan doctor on a
three-week vacation to the U.S.,
was walking on Pope Beach
alongside Lake Tahoe with relatives when she saw the mother bear swimming with her two
cubs.
"I thought it was so beautiful
that I took out my phone to record it," she said.
After the bears splashed
around, they walked up on the
beach and headed toward a picnic table loaded with food. People nearby started yelling at the
bears to make them go away. Alvarez said, and the mother bear
took a bag of cookies and headed
into nearby woods with the two

cubs following her.
"It was real pretty," said Alvarez, who stood about 45 feet
away while recording.
Alvarez said another woman who took video of the event
had been living near Lake Tahoe
for 35 years and had never seen
bears splash around in the water
before.
"It was quite a show," Alvarez
said."She told me it was the first
time she had seen something like
that, and it was a real privilege."
The temperature was in the
70s and cooler in the shade, so
Alvarez said she wasn't sure that
the bears went into the water to
cool down with so many people
around. They might just have
gone in for some fun. II

Bill Wells Make a Difference Day
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JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times photos
gathered in the parking lot of Roy Stewart
cars
of
line
long
A
Stadium for the 107th Bill Wells Make A Difference Day. The
day saw cars lined up from 12th Street as earty as 8:30 in the
morning and offered disposal of items such as e-waste and
certain household chemicals and cleaning agents.

Entire Russian team banned from competing in Rio Paralympics
By ROB HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) —
After escaping a blanket ban
from the Olympics, Russia
was kicked out of the upcoming Paralympics on Sunday as
the ultimate punishment for the
state running a doping operation
that polluted sports by prioritizing "medals over morals."
Paralympic leaders expelled
one of its most significant members as the IOC announced that
278 Russians have been given clearance to compete at the
Olympics after their eligibility
in Rio de Janeiro was left to in-

dividual sports.
Russia's years of doping deception, including tampering
with samples at the 2014 Olympics and Paralympics in Sochi,
were outlined last month by
World Anti-Doping Agency investigator Richard McLaren.
"The facts really do hurt,"
IPC President Philip Craven
said. "They are an unprecedented attack on every clean athlete
who competes in sport. The anti-doping system in Russia is
broken, corrupted and entirely
compromised."
In contrast to IOC President
Thomas Bach, who opposed
the "nuclear option" of banning

While expressing sympaRussia ahead of Friday's Olympic opening ceremony, Craven thy for the clean athletes who
directly condemned the Russian will suffer by missing ow on
state's involvement in doping the chance to compete, Craven
but stopped short of blaming denounced Russia for still not
Russian President Vladimir Pu- complying with anti-doping
rules.
tin.
"I believe the Russian gov"Tragically, this situation
is not about athletes cheating ernment has catastrophically
a system, but about a state-run failed its Para athletes," Craven
system that is cheating the ath- said. "Their medals over morals
letes," Craven said."The doping mentality disgusts me."
Russia finished second in
culture that is polluting Russian
medal standings at the 2012
the
Russian
sport stems from the
government and has now been London Paralympics and had
uncovered in not one, but two 267 athlete slots for Rio in 18
independent reports commis- sports, which will only now be
sioned by the World Anti-Dop- filled in September if an appeal
is successful. IN
ing Agency."

/r5 TIME AGAIN TO VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE;
c*,10 14.
'OA

All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we want to know who yours are. In preparation for our upcoming
'Readers'Choice 2016 section, we are asking readers to fill us in on their area favorites, from auto dealers to steak houses,
we want to know who your favorites are! To add your votes in this year's poll, just fill out the form below and send it to us I
before Friday, September 2nd, at 5 p.m.

olcd
FieSt,1

.111,

TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION, YOUR NAME WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE ENTERED
INTO A RANDOM DRAWING TO WIN ONE OF TWO $100 CASH PRIZES.
Favorite Caterer

Favorite Photography Studio

Favorite Paving Service

Favorite Jewelry Store

Favorite Paint Store

Favorite Pest Control Service

Favorite Car Wash

Favorite Limber Yard

Favorite Appliance Store

Favorite Florist

Favorite Veterherian

Favorite Auto Dealer

Favorite Furniture Store

Favorite Steak House

Favorite GVt Shop

Favorite 00 Change Service

Favorite Place To Get Bresnan

Favorite Chikiren's Clothing Store

Favorite Place To Get A Milkshake

Favorite Landsaiphu/Lawe Service

Favorite Place To Eat ituffet

Favorite Drug Store

Favorite Place to Get Calls&

Favorite Elected Official

Favorite Mexican Restaurant

Favorite Broker/Investment Firm

Favorite Asian Restaurant

Favorite Antique Store

Favorite BBQ Restaurant
Favorite Place To Get Dessert
Favorite Place To Get A Burger

Jes‘woei„,

Favorite Bookstore
Favorite Optometrist

Favorite Cable Provider

Favorite Fitness Center
Favorite Hair Salo.
Favorite Framing Store
Favorite Barber Shop
Favorite Carpet Store
Favorite Dentist
Favorite Physical Therapist

Favorite Aftorney
Favorite Place To Get Faet Food

Favorite Orthodontist
Favorite Towing Service

Favorite Tanning Salon
Favorite Plum To Get Home Cooking

Favorite Fetidly Practitioner
Favorite Heating & Cooling

Favorite Bask
Favorie Alter 5Hauge*
Favorite C.odise House

Favorite Day Care
Favorite Bank Teller
mime bele& moo etlank)

Favorite Auto Repair
Favorite Cossigament Shop

Favorite Cldropratiar.

Favorite Radio Personalty
Favoriae nice To Get Plum

Favorite Real Estate Agency

Favorite Leech Spot

Favorite Real Estee Again

Favorite Grocery Store

Favorite Gm Seem

Ferraris Urger Store

Favorite Ladles Chair'Stem

Favorite Thrift Store
Favorite Immo,Agony
Favorite Clothing Store

Favorite Wed Ky.Pimpaper

A MAXIMUM OF FIVE BALLOTS PER INDIVIDUAL.VOTER WILL SE COUNTED.Photo copies of ballots
will not be accepted. Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for your local favorites in our special
'Best of Callow* County Readers'Choice 2016 section published in October. Mall ballot to or drop off at:

%olt-G1

Shop

Favorite Plumbing Service

Favorite Hardware Store
Favorite*

Nliu raj

Favorite Seder Dreg Comedly

Favorite Gee Come
Favorite Pet Groomer
Favorite Deem Sliep

Favorite Dreg Stela
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AGRICULTURE
Kentucky:The Silicon Valley ofhemp?
After three years, expertsfeel Kentucky could sit at the
forefront ofa new American industry
By JORDAN FERGUSON
jfergusonOmurrayiedger.
COM
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Since the 1950s the United
States has forgone one of its
most versatile crops,industrial hemp.In recent years,the
endeavor to prove the plant's
worth has taken root, with
various collegiate institutions
within the Commonwealth engaging in research to rediscover
the potentials of hemp.
Hemp has been grown for at
least the last 12,000 years, according to information found on
the website of the North American Industrial Hemp Council.
The crop has historically been
grown for fibers to produce
textiles and paper. Founding
fathers such as George Washington,Thomas Jefferson and
Ben Franklin utilized the crop,
with the Declaration of Independence being drafted on
hemp paper by Jefferson.
As such,the crop is no
stranger to American history,
from its roots with the founding
fathers,the crop found utility
during the second World War
with the US Army and Department of Agriculture promoting
its cultivation through a "Hemp
for Victory" campaign.
Re-educating farmers and
citizens about the crop,and its
many potentials — which extend beyond simply producing
textiles and paper — has been
the prime mover behind field
days set up to provide just Mich
atteducational opportunity. gine
such field day was held last
Thursday in the Curris Center
on Murray State University's
campus.
The day featured many
speakers who offered information on hemp and the industry
potential within the Commonwealth. Kentucky Agricultural
Commissioner,Ryan Quarles,
was present alongside a host of
other researchers and farmers to
shed light on the crop and what
it can do for Kentucky.
"Industrial hemp is one of
several alternative crops the
department of agriculture
continues to research," said
Kentucky Agriculture Commissioner Ryan Quarles, who was
present to speak during the field
day Thursday."Kentucky has a
reputation for being an agricultural research state and hemp is
unique with our state's history.
Dating back to Henry Clay,
who was one of the biggest
hemp producers in the United
States, up through World War
II, Kentucky has had a special
connection with industrial hemp
and my family has as well."
Quarles said whenever these
field days are hosted throughout the state, they always tend
to draw crowds seeking more
information about the crop,
including what distinguishes it
from its cousin — cannabis.
"When we have these field
days across Kentucky it always
attracts a crowd," he said.
"There is a lot of curiosity
about the crop,it's misunderstood,there is an educational
component with industrial hemp
that I believe we have made a
lot of progress on — people no
longer confuse it for it's cousin.
The United States is basically
the last industrialized nation
not to allow the commercial
production of this crop."
Quarles said that he believes
continuing a robust,farmer-driven,research program
will allow Kentucky to position
itself as the go-to place for

Please support the

United
Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

Your GP Manors!

industrial hemp. Not only for
investment with Kentucky processors, but also in developing a
brand which is associated with
the Commonwealth that will be
hard to surpass by other states.
"I believe we are already
showing success," he said.
"With any innovative process
there are some failures and
there is success,so we basically
have been given an opportunity to work out the kinks and
re-learn how to grow a crop
that is two or three generations
removed. I am so fortunate that
people, like Tony Brannon,
bring that research approach towards hemp so we can be ready
to roll if and when it becomes
commercialized."
This is the third year of
research being conducted in the
Commonwealth.The first year
saw a little over 30 acres of the
crop planted, which has grown
to as many as 4,000 acres this
year. Quarles said there were
well over thirty varieties that
are being grown for various
uses.
"One thing that is unique
about hemp,compared to a
grain crop which is essentially
planted and harvested the same
way,grain crops are homogeneous, more than likely, depending on the variety, the crop
you harvest is going to look
like what your neighbors are
growing," he said."With hemp,
you grow it for what purpose it
will be processed for.
"The fiber producers are
going to be growing it differently if they know it is going to be
going towards clothing, they'll
be growing it differently if they
know it is going to be going towards concrete — or, in my part
of the state, horse bedding,"
he said."The CBD side will
be growing it differently for
different compounds found in
the floral part of the plant. Even
on the grain side. It is important
that Kentucky develop independence and we are not dependent
on foreign grain. So we are
actually working with tobacco
producers to develop a domestic
seed supply as well."
The crops versatility provides a lot of potential for the
Commonwealth,according to
Quarles. Fibers produced from
the plant can be utilized for
items ranging from clothing and
rope to concrete. CBD,which
is shorthand for Cannabidiol,is
an item found in both the hemp
plant and Cannabis. However,
unlike Cannabis which also
contains THC (Tetrahydrocannabinol),the chemical produces
no psychoactive effects. CBD
is used as a dietary supplement
and is shown to help nervous
system health, including mood
and anxiety, and restorative
sleep; Metabolic health,for
insulin sensitivity, weight loss
and management,and central
obesity; Stress resilience, recovery and adaptation in sports
nutrition, supporting immune
health, and gastrointestinal and
digestive health as well.
"The crop has a lot of potential and I hope we can use
these research years to develop cultivation and harvesting
techniques and discover the
economic value of the crop
which has yet to be determined.
So we need to do an agronomic
study as well. The first question a farmer is going to ask
you about a crop is how much
money they can make with it.
We need to be able to honestly
answer that question,because
what we don't want to do is

promote a crop and not have a
market that is developed for it.
And that is the most challenging
part and it is the part that other
states are just now starting to
work on."
Quarles said that Kentucky
has the opportunity to be a
leader in the policy side of
industrial hemp as well,saying
rigorous debates are held daily
to develop a framework for the
crop and therefore provides the
Commonwealth with the opportunity to be at the forefront in
congress.
Among other industry experts
speaking Thursday was Stuart
Tomc, VP of Human Nutrition
JORDAN FERGUSON!Ledger & Time
for CV Sciences, who spoke in
Dean of Murray State's Hutson School of Agiculture, Tony Brannon, took those in attendanc0
length about the positive health
at the hemp field day last Thursday on a tour of some of the crops which were being cultivatsd
benefits of CBD oil which can
be derived from the hemp plant. on MSU's West Farm. Murray State is one of many universities in the Commonwealth, along=
"Kentucky, we are all aware
side such schools as the University of Kentucky and Western Kentucky University, to be par:
now,is the Silicon Valley of
ticipating in research on industrial hemp. The research is being funded through CV Sciencii,
hemp," Tom.c said."This is
a biotech company based in Nevada.
really the epicenter and we need
to be excited about that. So
thank you very much,for everything you have done,for your
vision here at Murray State. Because this really will revitalize
the American economy if we do
this right."
This idea that Kentucky is the
Silicon Valley of hemp was also
mirrored by Josh Hendrix, diSpecial to the Ledger
Bailey will be giving an overrector of business development
Altria,The University of
view of his current dark tobacco
and domestic production for CV Kentucky Cooperative Extenresearch. And UK graduate reSciences, who is also a research sion Service,and the MSU Hut- search assistant, Mitchell Richgrower for CV Sciences on his
son School of Agriculture will
mond will be presenting his
farm in Mount Sterling.
be hosting the annual Tobacco
research on chemical topping.
"CV Sciences is the leading
Twilight tour on Thursday AuFollowing the tours of the plots
gust 11th. The Tour will begin
manufacturer of CBDini6ctects
a catfish dinner will be providi9 the country,and thfg j(jot
at 5:30 p.m.,at the Murray State ed by Altria at the educational
saying a lot yet because it is a
tobacco barn / pavilion located
pavilion by the tobacco barns. If
you have any questions, contact
very young industry," Hendrix
on Robertson Road North in
Murray. UK Extension Dark
the Calloway County Extension
said. "In terms of what the
Service at 270-753-1452.•
means for Kentucky, with the
Tobacco Specialist, Dr. Andy
'Aistere Kersuck:. Cbspicr
04K
Lulty
state now being able to grow
(hemp),these farmers need
:41101,0,11r
places where they can sell their
product. The may be able to sell
•
it to a processor, but that processor has to have somewhere
to sell it to.
"We are kind of like the
Phillip Morris of the hemp
industry," he said."We are the
end user, we make products,
we sell products, and we do
it very well. So our goal with
unq cu Pa n da 3
Kentucky is to really establish
an infrastructure to show people
they have a place to sell (this
crop)."
Hendrix said CV provides a
lot of security for the processes
where the money is being spent,
saying farmers aren't going to
invest $100,000 to grow if they
have nobody to sell the crop to.
So CV provides an avenue for
farmers who are participating in
this research to do so. HenPlus More
CZY
drix said by funding research
at universities like MSU and
UK,they are helping infuse the
industry as a whole.
"When you tie(hemp)in with
the history of Kentucky,there
is a good story to tell there,"
he said."I think much like
bourbon and horses, Kentucky
has a good opportunity to gain
a foothold in this industry.
INCLUDES
Kentucky got lucky and had the
right people in the right place at
hist Channel
the right time to get this thing
Guaranteed
Pack of your
going.
for 2 Years
air r 1
rhoice
"Luckily we have had enough
outside and inside interest from
ag businesses and farmers in
Al of require ceedit quallIkabon. 2-year conwreenentsib eat/ hennese0an he and eheloPie.
the state that we have been able
Add the
to push it as far forward as we
have," he said."I talk with the
Kentucky Department of Agriculture about really capitalizing
Smart DVR for $10/mo.
on this and capitalizing on
Wpm upped,fee Alrf apply based an crag walicaliors
want
state.
We
the
hemp
being
people to think of Kentucky and
hemp the same way they think
, Don t nav Call today'
Don't watch'
about Idaho and potatoes." III

UK Cooperative Extension and
MSU Hutson School of Agriculture
to host annual Tobacco Twilight tour
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MATTHEW Bryant please call 270-489-2911 to
discuss parts and labor on your 2004 Ford Truck
or legal actions will be taken

Ftramc NOTICE

The publisher maintains the right to reiect or
submitted matter

DEADLINES
KUL
Vri.9sa.
10.9m
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1411Pa-

Musby
kart Saar
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llehesday
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To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale
Call (270) 753-1916
email
classifiedeut

or stop by our
office at 1001 Wilhite
•Office Hours:
Monday-Frida
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Fax:(270) 753-1927

112 AD

ROGO
1/2
OFF

BOGO 1/2
OFF
CALL NICK1
270-753-1916

(ad size)

iid size)

Suinscrillse todkagi
to get the latest news &
don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.coml

EliumlnaLL'atamlaaten will hold a public hearing
on Tuesday, August 16, 2016 at 5:00pui in the
Council Chamber@ of City Hall located at 104 N 5th
Street to review: Text Amendment to Section 1
Article 2 of the Zoning Ordinance ail it pertains to
definitions (phase 2).
Ikartid20010&A411131010&M will moot on
Wednesday, August 17, 2016 at 4:30 pro at the
location above to review the following A
Dimensional Variance to allow a recreational vehicle
in a front driveway located at 1544 Whippoorwill
Drive; Dimensional Variance to alter a pre-existing,
non-conforming free standing sign located at 912
South 12th Street; Dimensional Variance request for
temporary rapine at 1061 North 16th Street, Suite
F; Review of an Administrative Appeal on height and
location of entrance and fence at 1702 Kandi Kay
Lane.
Architectural Review Board will hold a public
hearing on Thursday, August 18, 2016 at 4:30 p.m.
in the Council Chambers of City Hall, located at 104
N. 5th Street. The Board will review the following
Certificate of Appropriateness applications: First
Baptist Church to construct a new activity building
at the corner of 4th and Poplar Street; Peel and
Holland to construct a new building at 118 South
5th Street. These properties lie within the Historic
Overlay District. If further information is needed,
please contact the Murray Planning Department at
270-762-0300

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be
responsible tor only
one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported
immediately so
corrections can be
made

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
010

USW
Notice

Nodes

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

270-759-2500

murrayeyecare.corn

Matthew knee,
Pre-Arrangement
Seeciaiiet & Funeral Director
_

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

Mumma. 4.•yei
lat. 4 V, It /V
4161,
a,
••••or,

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

Ladd
Notice

Any person may submit comments regarding this tariff filing by mail to the Public Service Commission, Post
Office Box 615, Frankfort, KY 40602; or through its website at http://pac.ky.gov.

Storage Rentals
38R 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900.
270-293-5423
CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-7534558
1505 Dulguid Dr.
TOO 1-800-545-1833 eirt26.1

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
----• 1850 State Route 121South
Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts
UNIT SIZE

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

The rates contained in this notice are the rates proposed by the District but the PSC may order rates to be
charged that differ from the proposed rates contained in this notice.
Any person may submit a timely written request for intervention by mail to the Public Service Commission,
Post Office Box 615, Frankfort, KY 40602. The request for intervention must establish the grounds for the
request including the status and interest of the party.
If the PSC does not receive a written request for intervention within thirty (30) days of the
initial publication or mailing of notice, the PSC may take final action on the tariff filing.

ORANGE/WHITE male
cat (Yeller) on Oxford
since
Missing
Dr.
Monday about 11am,
food/meds.
special
Might be cranky. Call
conner 270-753-0273
06.0
Hdp %raid
ROBBIE to the Rescue
is now hiring an
experienced plumber.
CDL is a plus. Also
hiring Plumbers Helper.
Some experienced preferred. Great pay and
benefit package
available.
Apply at 10610 Hwy. 79
North Springfield, TN.
Seamstress and
Shipping Help Needed
part-time or fulltime.
Apply in person
308 Main Street Murray

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting professional
painters with 2 years
experience, painters
trainee program positions are also available.
Call 270-753-6895 to
apply and leave voice
message. Benefit program include 401k and
vacations. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

OFFERING one month
free rent and tree
application fee at
Station 74 in Murray.
388 share kitchen and
living area. Washer
and Dryer, utilities,
Internet, pool all furper
$435
nished.
month.
Call Doug at 618-4090549.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
as if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Call Nicki
to place your
Happy
Birthday Ad

Very nice duplex in
neighborhood.
quite
References and lease
required. $600 month
with one month rent as
deposit. Call
270-759-1087
RETIRED Nurse seeking sitting position with
elderly. Will work in
home or nursing home.
270-293-5575.

BUYING Silver Dollars
paying $20.00 and up.
270-293-6999.
pm
I

200 E. Main Street
Murray, KY

GlenDi Iiw

MMMMMM

Cash paid for good,
used guns

H&H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519$. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

91 Spruce Street
Full and Part Time Traller Spotters
Must have a Class A CDL
and good MVR.
We offer a great pay package
Call 270-759-5540
9a.m. - 4p.m. M-F for more details

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!
280
Mobilo Homes For Rant
Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556
320
Apotnonts For Rant
1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required
270-7534109.
288 1.5ba $500 Rent.
No pets. 908 C
Southwood. 270-2935423.

lip

Is taking applications for

For Rent 2BR, 2BA
Apt, Located Bambie
Ct. North. No Pets No
Smoking.
270-841-5653
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & abedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Lost inct Found

Apply in person at:

Murray Ledger & Times
.Belt 1040
•Murray,1y42071
(270) 751.1916

PRE-PLANNING

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

Any person may examine this filing at the Public Service Commission located at 211 Sower Boulevard in
Frankfort, Kentucky, Monday through Friday, 8:00am to 4:30pm or through the PSC website at
http://psc.ky.gov; telephone (502) 564-3940.

IMMEDIATE OPENING

.Deyttrrer Phone

308 S. 12th
Murray

fOUR All HERE'

Meter Connection Charge /Tap Fee: Current Proposed % Increase $ Increase
$250.00
33.3%
$1,000.00
$750.00
5/8 x 3/4
Any person may examine this filing at the offices of South 641 Water District located at 207 Main Street in
Hazel, Kentucky; telephone (270)492-8857.

MECHANIC

City

or. Korkt Adorns

FANING OF MUP,14,1

RESIDENTIAL 6 COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE ofIr/f

.41,Eyecare Specialties

NOTICE
South 641 Water District will file with the Public Service Commission (`PSC"') on or prior to August 1,2016, a
proposal to increase its meter connection charge/tap fee. The proposed
effective date for the change is September 1, 2016.

is currently seeking a

state

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

CAMP SEPTIC Cl

010

Lai

MURRAY RENTAL & SALES

)lame

BUY/NG, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum

•Eyeglassas
-Contacts
'Eye DiSOBS8

010

TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.
910-S12/hr.
Drivers License
required.
Call between the hours
of 8am - 10arn.
270-978-7157.

:Address

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Hoke

RUSSELL
LILLIAN
bedroom suite. $3400
270-705-4800 or
270-705-4801
TABLE Saws
10 inch Craftsman
$75 00.
Craftsman
inch
8
$50.00.
Murray Bak Company
270-753-5693.

2911 Duplexes
Townhoulieit
Available NOW
starting at
S400/month
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-41090
2138, 1BA duplex.
270-753Furnished
0259

Houses For Rant
3BR, C/H/A, New
near
Remodel,
McDonalds $750 Call
270-227-2012
3BR/2
BEAUTIFUL
1/2BA house, garage,
patio, all utilities and
w/W/D
appliances
street from
Across
MSU. $1295.
270-752-0616.

812 Whttnell Avenue•Murray

270-753-3853

• a your storage convert ence
CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:

Awn"kw.& Look. 1.11 NI3II6
ION N. l3
'MSC
Light, Ekarico and 2417SunTrilance

•Galled Aoki Iled& Niii4torp )$wy,od
Climate Control

1ET6-1.7i. 1`101.1-.E, LFF

1900 A N. 12th St • P.O. Box 65 Malloy 1:F 42071
270 753 2405 • Fox 270 753 9505
• garlandrentnis gmaittom
""•-.--.-

RGL Storage, LLC
New Climate
Controlled
Storage tints Now
Avae able
Coll 270-753-9999
Vial as online at
SBGproperty.com
or
wwv% inufraylwrentais CCNTI

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

s.

IMO S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
unit,
a
sil
ig
ev
i
Mulr
14110111
MAI*
Maly iimodsled.

270-101-7567
J&L RENTALS

MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S &Glen69e
10X10'5 310X1511
(270) 293-6907

iger & Tunes
Monday, August 8, 2016 • 9

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

kh.ereY Laden & Timm Fai.
Mamie% Ad Notice
Al red ewe adverted keen
•robed in dr Federal Far
Act attach males it
Z
ia,+dream any peterenut Linstanon or diennunaOrei based on ram colcu iiFson. wt.lunacy,ferailal ma
his or name algae. Eonten to mat any such pleierencom briutatoran davcriarkatun

119 E. MAIN ST
(270)753-6266
OKRAS.
MON-FRI
LOO-4:00
SATURDAY
S 00-I 2:00

)F FAURF4,0

State lime foiled dmainunabon
in the sale, renal adveArang
of teal ester based on radon in
addition to those pnitected
under Were lee
We will knowingly accept any
adyerusny le real tome
es rot in notation or the law. AS
persons are hereby Wormed
the all dwellinp,slvent
are
a variable an an equal opporturune basis

— PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Fri twiner ansunce with Fair
Housing Advertise% requirement% contact NAA Counsel
Raw P *lea PO Ma- moo.

ERCIAL

)14 lrni`Jt

heir

Ia.4 41, 1.11

.

Lake Murray Area.
Lakeway Shores. 2
Lots with private boat
dock with private
community ramp and
dock. 270-436-6063.
I

I

II

I

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work

FRAMES
TREE
SERVICE

270.206.2517

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Morris Family
Farms

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

*ianctyrnan Services
'Yard Work
•Preasure Washing

•Tnmming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
*Firewood
•Insured

Gutter Cleaning

Gary 270-227-0420
YEARRY'S Tree and

(270)489-2839

Lawn Service.Ucensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

R/T
Lawn Service

061 bwascAPAvc
•peesswe wd.r.vm,

Yee gone it,
We will mew

concrete
•Onveways
•Patios
•Stamping
•Garages
Dirt Work
'Lie, & Ins

270-293-5949

•ZA441 Care

•C0414014CMit

/vs

GARY W. DICK%
ELECTRIC

Cavr.4e7 Scorr
220-998-7/5?

PRISTINE ROOFING
Company (Murray, KY). Roof repairs to new
roofs. Shingles, metal, and rubber roofs.
We fix leaks guaranteed! Free Estimates
270-254-0490.

270-293-3108
Ask for Jesse

Free Estimates

•Rfshatwrmi

•l/e

• For ALL your
Gravel Hauling
Needs"

AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or commericial building available
4/days week. 25yrs
Expenence at moping,
vaccuming. With references. Lisa 270-9708762

Licensed &
Insured

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

270-227-3513
Ask for Mike

Over 28 Years

270-293-3248

Experience
4
6111gt
*
tliellimore electrical Contrattora, LLC

Hill Appliance
Repair

1

ars of funeral

iway Co.

270-293-4256

, Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

I 1•
I

A spew
bare. Ames,
white Pick.

www.hillelectric.com

KY

\

AU yaw Septic Nee&
tenallanee

5rewt 4 Illerin%

753-9582

Matthew
Pre-Anawaement
Funeral Director

PUMPINi
EXCAVATION
& TRUCIaN0

-CONC
IDENG -DECKS
Locally Owned & Operated Murray, KY
Brandon Wend!
270-293-1279

OREL MIMEO
1:11,11.1.11.,

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All typos Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4659

serrre

-1
PRESSURE W SHIN1
41P

FREE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN

Ask about our
DiSiart_99_
SINSAti5
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

lalustnaUtomaurclaUlleskleadal
lamas C.Sssts
WWW.OECIAIRE AY.0 ON

293-4020

(270)759-0890

t AD

iJ

II.s Rent*

IOUSES
south •----

71

arts

..$45.00

..$30.00
..$35.00

t Required

Murray

1853

ACROSS
1
Rigging support
5
Was rude, in a way
11
Spelunking site
12
Prof protector
13
Crooked
14
Ticks off
15
Way out
17
Museum focus
18
Put in office
Mesa's kin
22
Relish
24
25
Peyton's bother
Mine matter
26
27
Derisive sound
Kitschy
30
More reasonable
32
33
Pitcher's stat
34
Short scene
Inhabitant
38
41
Even, as a score
Late hour
42
43
Saddle part
44
Take out
45
The King and l" heroine

CROSSWORDS

GAME CENTER
DIY WORD SEARCH
A
0

Weddings

0

0
A

A

emence

)CAT1ONS:

0

A

X
0

A

A

0
X

0

1.136
A

A

A
Pi

0

ifw1,041
A
A

V

A
0

V

C
A

V

A

A

A
0

A

A

0

0

A

V

eirthday's
A

A
0

A

0

dabies

tray 11.42071
0 753 9505
taii.garaii.com

A
0

V

0

Engagement's

X

A

X

Anniversary's

0

0

A

A

A
0

0

Rome,LLC
S. 4th St. &

ibury Clfr,10
tVie sixes
;in evety unit,
irtty
y remodeled.
)-761-7567

_ RENTALS
I-STORAGE
S. 4TH ST
121 S

O's &10x15's

0

Call
Murray
Ledger &
Times!
Let us kelp
you
Celebrate

)) 293-6907

X
ARCHITECT
BATHROOM
CARPETING
CERCIJIT
CLEANUP
CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION

V

A

0

CONTRACTOR
DECK
DECORATE
DEMOLITION
DESIGNER
ELECTRICIAN
EXTERIOR

SUDOKU
Concept $ SudoKu

0
0

FINANCING
FRAMING
HARDWOOD
HOME
HOUSE
IDEAS
IMPROVEMENT

Suckileu is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The obksct iS to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box oontains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concepts Sucloku increassis from Monday to Sunday

By Dave Green

270-753-1916
Answer to previous puzzle
..••••••••....1

39 8
74 6
5 1 2
95 4
1 23
68 7
2 79
43 1
865

SCOT
MOTHS
CORER
ADHOC
SEEME
OVINE
WIN
WET
WEE
MILE
SYNTAX
ST I RCRAZY
ADLER
MARSUP I AL
TARA
DEEMED
EMU
ELM
TEA
LILAC
ALAMO
MEDEA
SLINK
STAND
LASS

X
INTERIOR
KITCHEN
LANDSCAPING
MATERIALS
PAINT
RENOVATION
ROOFING

5.4 2
8 1 9
376
237
6(9 8
45 1
1 84
965
712 3

7
3
9
6
4
2
5
8
1

6
5
8
1
7
9
3
2
4

1
2
4
8
5
3
6
7
9

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
19
20
21
22
23
28
29
30

Surgery souvenir
Lacking color
Hobby
School paper
Headliner
Past, present,
and future
Germany's Merkel
Wish undone
Goof up
— Moines
Salt Lake City player
Summoning
Bottle plug
Deuce beater
Porgy's love
Radius partner
Bring back
Hot dish support
Hamilton's bill

Singer Franklin
Heredity unit
Ocean bird
Writer Ferber
Homer's neighbor
Brewpub order
— Aviv

31
35
36
37
38
39
40

1

2

4

3

5

9

10

12

13
15

14

18
I7 IUU

•

7

8

11
Ul

ir

16

21
ill
ill
26

ill

27

28

25uuau

30

a
31

34

32
35

33

36

d

all

38

ao

UUU

ill

1

.'70-77):;-1916
iliirry
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Looking lack
Tea years ago
Winners of the Betty Shepard Golf
rinumament at the Oaks Country
Club are pictured and include Betty Vowel!, Vicki McLeary, Rowena Sanders, Mary Houston, Peggy
Shoemaker, Freda Steely, Cynthia
?Darnall and Connie McManus.
0 Today marked the official first day.
of school in Calloway County. Pictured is Kathy Crouch, new princi'pal at East Elementary, as she visits
with kindergarten students Brent
LGamer and Sierra Robinson before
Ale start of school.
t. Six youth of this area were among
pose who attended the 12th annual
Battle of Sacramento held recently in Sacramento, California. The
youth were Casey Counce, John
e, Zeb Teckenbrock, Kelsie
icrreer, Meagan Wyatt and Erica
i:Wyatt. The youth were part of the
7th and 3rd Kentucky re-Enactment
,proup.
Pictured is Calloway County's
,t1bby Kelly as she sends a shot back
against Community Christian Acad4my during volleyball at Jeffrey
"1 Murray High School senior Alex
Nellinghurst is shown watching his
-_,drive on No. 1 at the Murray County
Club. Wellinghurst finished with a
'ail for the Tigers who defeated Livingston Central in their first match
of the season.
*Twenty years ago
KThe Murray Ledger & Times
ould like to invite the public to a
ception celebrating Jo Burkeen's
year of service to the newspactured is Murray Fire Chief Pat
Scott as he views the aftermath of
ra fire through a Carnes IRIS helmet
to find hot spots that could flare up
later.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Emerson of
Murray will celebrate their 50th
Ilb wedding anniversary on Aug. 17.
s A reception will be held at the Fellowship Hall of Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
The Murray Blue All-Star team of
the Bronco League won the Reid'land tournament. Members of the
team are pictured and include Austin Swain, Brian Asher, Mario Law-

rence, Josh Sykes, Man Kelleher,
Zack Hampton, Edward Baust, Josh
Seaver's, Mark Chamberlain, Jon
Hedges and Dean Futrell.
Thirty years ago
Pictured is Murray State University basketball coach Steve Newton
helping the Racer Porn-Porn squad
start the season on the right foot by
providing a pair of Reebok shoes to
each of the 13-squad members. Receiving the first pair are Erin Smith
and sponsor Kathy King.
Melanie Clark, assistant manager
for Hatcher Auto Sales, is shown
receiving the Business of the Month
plaque from Mruray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
President Loretta Jobs.
Forty years ago
The Murray City Schools will
begin their fall terms on Aug. 24,
according to Fred Schultz, superintendent.
The seventh gala Douglass Homecoming will be Aug. 13 and 14 at the
Douglass Center, Colonial House
Smorgasboard and Winslow Cafeteria at Murray State University.
Dr. Gene Garfied,an associate professor of political science at Murray
State University, has accepted an
appointment by Troy State University to teach international affairs in
Germany and England during the
1976-77 school year.
Fifty years ago
Dwight Brain, Amos McCarty Jr.
and Danny Lee Hendley, all of Calloway County, have left for overseas duty with the U.S. Army in
Germany.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Don Smith and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Thorn on
July 30.
Sixty years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court
purchased a new grader for use on
county roads according to County
Judge Waylon Rayburn and County
Attorney Robert 0. Miller. Court
magistrates are H.M. Workman,
W.D. Steely, Lee Donelson, Vernon
Coleman, A.W. Wiloughby, Clarence Mayfield and Joe P. McCuiston.

Son won't stand up to dad who
puts his girlfriend down
DEAR ABBY: I have been with
my boyfriend, "Jake," for a year
and a half. To put it mildly, his
dad does not like me. He has never thought I was good enough for
his son,and he doesn't like the fact
that I have
daugha
ter from an
earlier relationship. He
thinks
I'm
interested in
Jake only for
his
money,
even though
I work a fullDear Abby
time job and
Jake and I
by
share everyAbigail
thing equally,
Van Buren
except
my
daughter's
expenses. I pay for those myself.
When Jake and I attend family
gatherings for holidays or birthdays, his dad refuses to say hello
to me. He does, however, make derogatory or negative remarks about
me to Jake. It's incredibly hurtful
and demeaning.
I have tried bringing it up to
Jake, and he agrees. But he will
not address it with his dad because
"Dad won't change." Can you
help? -- DISLIKED IN MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR DISLIKED: I don't
know how serious Jake is about
you, but if he was in love with
you and planned on marrying you,
he would INSIST that, at the very
least, his father treat you with respect. Dad won't change because
his son isn't assertive enough to
make plain that if he doesn't, he
will be seeing less of the both of
you.1 can only hope that your child
isn't on the receiving end of this
kind of treatment, because if that's
happening -- for both of your sakes
-- I'm advising you to end the romance with Jake.
60006

DEAR ABBY: I have been married to the love of my life for 21
years. He has helped me raise my

60000

DEAR ABBY: I am an older
woman who has been dating a very
nice man for approximately seven
months. I'm fashionable and take
pride in my appearance. While my
friend is clean and neat, he wears a
baseball cap with all of his clothes
-- even his dress suits. I bought him
a nice cap once and he was offended,so!returned it to the store.
Since he is good in so many
ways, should I ignore this one
quirk? I'd love to see him without
the baseball cap when we go out.
-- FASHIONABLE IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR FASHIONABLE: Have
you tried asking him WHY he does
this? Your friend may wear baseball caps with every outfit because
he's bald or has thinning hair and is
self-conscious about it.(Many men
are.) If this gentleman has only one
quirk that bothers you, you might
be wise to consider that his attire
is a reflection only on himself and
not you.
•••••

DEAR DOCTOR K: How do (consolidated), it is stored in areas
we make memories, where do our of the cerebral cortex. That's the
brains store them, and when we large, domed outer layer of the
lose them, do we lose them forev- beam
The memories that endure axe
er?
DEAR READER: I used to those that were encoded most
of completely in the rust place -- the
think
memories information that you paid the closas single en- est attention to when you learned
tities,
like it. Memories that involve multion ple senses as well as emotions are
books
a shelf. In- more likely to be retained.
For example, like me, you probstead, memories are more ably remember exactly what you
like a cloth were doing when you heard about
that weaves the 9/11 terrorist attacks. You probtogether vi- ably remember who else was with
Dr. Komaroff sual images, you, where you were, and the first
sounds, other picture you saw of the twin towby
sensations ers. That's because the emotional
Dr. Anthony
emo- charge of learning that our counand
Komaroff
try had been attacked caused you
tions.
Different to store everything about that moareas of the brain process and store ment in your memory.
But, like me, you probably have
different aspects of a memory. For
example, when you learned a song no idea what you were doing ex-- "The Star-Spangled Banner," actly 24 hours before and 24 hours
say -- you stored the words in a after you heard about the 9/11 atdifferent region of your brain from tacks.
STAGE 3: RETRIEVAL. Memwhere you stored the song's melody. The memory of the words aid ories are stored in the brain inside
melody might also be connected certain small groups of nerve cells
to an image of the American flag, (neurons). Each cell has little prostored in another location. Your jections that, microscopically, look
memories are thus intricately bro- like tiny trees with branches and
ken down into pieces, stored in twigs. Connections between the
different places, but "cross-refer- "trees" of two cells are called synapses. Two nerve cells talk to each
enced" and thereby connected.
But how does a memory get other through the synapse. When
you're not thinking about a memomade and filed away?
STAGE 1: ACQUISITION. ry, the synapses are inactive. When
When you learn new information, you want to recall a memory, your
it first gets stored in short-term brain must reactivate the synapses.
You asked if a person who loses
memory. This occurs primarily in
a part of the brain called the hip- memories loses them forever. Until
pocampus, deep inside the brain. recently, we thought that was probMost short-term memories quickly ably the case. However, exciting
new research indicates that "lost"
fade.
STAGE 2: CONSOLIDATION. memories may not have been deFor short-term memory to become stroyed. They may just have been
long-term memory, the initial neu- made inaccessible -- and potentialronal pathways must be strength- ly recoverable. In tomorrow's colened. When an event is emotion- umn I'll discuss that research.
(This column is an update of
ally charged, it is more likely to
become part of long-term memo- one that originally ran in Septemry. Once a memory is established ber 2016.)

Hints From Nololso

Toloy In Nistory
'
r Today is Monday, Aug. 8, the
21st day of 2016. There are 145
'days left in the year.
t Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 8, 1974, President Rich• rd Nixon announced his resigna:ton. effective the next day, following damaging new revelations in the
.Watergate scandal.
'
l f+ On this dill
▪ In 1815,-4iapoleonikaaparte set
ksail for Selfilena to spend the reIhnainder of his days in exile.
In 1911, President William Howrard Taft signed a measure raising the

number of U.S. representatives from
391 to 433, effective with the next
Congress, with a proviso to add two
more when New Mexico and Arizona became states.
In 1942, during World War II, six
Nazi saboteurs who were captured
after landing in the U.S. were executed in Washington, D.C.; two others wh'O'd cooperated with authorities were spared.
In 1945, President Harry S. Truman signed the U.S. instrument of
ratification for the United Nations
Charter.

In 1953, the United States and
South Korea initialed a mutual security pact.
In 1963, Britain's "Great Train
Robbery" took place as thieves
made off with 2.6 million pounds in
banknotes.
In 2007, space shuttle Endeavour
roared into orbit.with teacher-astronaut Barbara Morgan on board.
In 2009, Sonia Sotomayor was
sworn in as the U.S. Supreme
Court's first Hispanic and third female justice.
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two children to adulthood. Both
have now moved away and have
their own lives.
My problem started a year and
a half ago, when my grandson was
born. I live 750 miles from my
daughter and her little boy, and
have a standing invitation to see
them as often as 1 want(every three
to four months). It makes more
sense for me to travel to see them
than the reverse.
I have always intited my husband to come with me, but he refuses. He has now given me an
ultimatum: I can see them no more
than twice a year or he will divorce
me. What do you say, Abby? -DUMBSTRUCK IN MAINE
DEAR DUMBSTRUCK: I
say you have three choices -- either work this out with the help
of a marriage counselor, see your
daughter and grandson only twice
a year or start talking to a lawyer.
I have a strong hunch there's more
going on here than you have revealed in your letter.

Advances in memory research
hold promise

or"

R

MY 80V, I'M GIVING YOU MY)-.
FIRST ANNUAL SILVER WATER
COOLER
AWARD!

THIS AWARD SIGNIFIES THAT
YOU HAVE SPENT MORE HOURS
AT THE WATER COOLER THAN
ANY OTHER EMPLOYEE!

A LIGHT IN THE DUSK?
Dear Readers: A recent SOUND OFF was about
drivers NOT using their lights during low-visibility
weather so the taillights will be seen when braking.
"Dear Heloise: Drivers in newer cars don't turn
their car's headlights on when duskfalls upon the city.
I see many ofthem even driving in the dark.
"Please, please, drivers -read your manuals. Many cars
have the feature to leave the
fights on even when driving
during the day. Had to get this
off my chest, Heloise." -- Marianna S., Irvine, Calif
Marianna, good point about
leaving the headlights in the
"on" position, depending on
the vehicle. It is a nice feature
to not have to worry about "Are
especially
the lights on or
by
in daytime bad weather. ReadHeloise
ers,please take afew minutes to
check your vehicle to see if the
setting is correct. -- Heloise
PS.: Some states have laws where one MUST use
lights during bad weather, regardless of the time of
day.
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio,TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1 -210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Usesfor gripping shelf liner:
* Under a cutting board or soap dish.
* Under the legs ofa shower seat.
* In a tub when bathing a pet.
* Attach strips to the top ofplastic hanger arms.

DOESN'T MATTER!
YOU
FOUR YEARS
REALIZE HE
FROM NOW I'M
WAS JUST
EXPECTING
PULLING
GOLD'
YOUR CHAIN,
.
DON'T YOU,
"-----\15
DAG?

* Under a pet'sfood and water dishes.
Heloise
REDUCE JUNK MAIL
Dear Heloise: A reader suggested writing "dead"
or "moved" on the business-reply mail piece included
in junk-mail pieces. There's a possibility that the mail
carrier will become aware of such misinformation,
which may result in the person's mail being delayed
as the carrier waits for the "correct" address. -- Jerri
R., via email
Jerri, 'Sid may have misunderstood the reader's
suggestion.'!: was to write "dead" or "moved" on the
replyform that goes INSIDE the return envelope. You
are, of course, correct: Do NOT write this on the outside envelope. The hint was meant to make the company take one OFF the mailing list and reduce the
amount ofjunk mail that clogs mailboxes! Hope this
clears things up. -- Heloise
NAIL-POLISH REMOVER FOR
BURNED PLAS77C
Dear Heloise: By accident,the plastic bag from my
loaf of bread melted onto the toaster. I tried different
ways to clean it, but nail-polish remover worked!
Of course, I let the toaster cool down first before
using the nail-polish remover on a paper towel to remove the plastic. (HELOISE HERE: Do be sure to
UNPLUG the toaster,just to be safe.)
When it was clean, I wiped the whole toaster down
with a damp towel (it's been a while since I cleaned it,
anyway!), and dried it right away. It's clean and shiny
now! --Anna A. in San Antonio
RECYCLE BEDSHEETS
Dear Readers: Don't throw away those old bedsheets! They can be used by children to make tents,
as dust covers for furniture, as tablecloths at picnics
or as a dropcloth when doing arts and crafts -- less
cleanup! -- Heloise
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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DUSTIN
EVERY MORNING I NNW
ABOUT CLEANING IT WHILE
I'M MAXIMO COFFEE...

BUT THEN I
GET BOY
W1111 OTHER
STUFF AND
FORGET ALL
ABOUT IT.

MAYBE YOU
SHOULD
CLEAN THE
POT FIRST.

'3ARFIELD
YOLI
WORK 0017

0

21605 6-0

PEANUTS'?

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your words seem to have the effect you
desire. The person or persons to whom you are
speaking are likely to pick up on your message.
A friend will support you when you decide to take
risks; share with this person more often.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** Your love of good times marks the next few
days. Once you let go and relax, you could find
that it's close to impossible to rein yourself back
in. Be aware of the long-term ramifications of your
actions. Reach out to a friend for feedback.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You easily could go overboard once you
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: tap into your high energy. A friend might question
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; what you are doing. Be realistic about where you
are heading. Have a long-overdue conversation
1 -Difficult
with someone who often stays behind the scenes.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Deferring is not your style, but that is what *** You Could be overwhelmed by everything
you are likely to do right now, Someone else clearly you need to do; the best approach is to dive right
wants to reach a new level of handling matters, and in. If need be, get help from someone who knows
he or she seems to have an intuitive hunch about how to follow through on the job at hand. Take a
break, and you'll feel a lot better. A little R and R
what to do. Let this person call the shots.
works wonders.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** If you allow your associates to take a stronger CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
role, you'll have an opportunity to create more tree **** Aim for what you want, and don't lose sight
time for yourself. Consider what you would do with of your objective. Because of your strong drive and
this extra time. In any case, you have nothing to the support of those who count, you could hit a
home run once more. Information that heads your
lose by delegating tasks.
way will need careful evaluation.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You could have a problem dealing with an
associate who wants more responsibility. If you ***** You might want to try a different way of
value a well-oiled operation that points to success, communicating with a higher-up. Understand that
then let this person have his or her way. However, your messages are not being received in the way
you would like them to be. Ligten to your instincts
don't expect smooth sailing immediately.
with someone whose opinion you care about.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** The way you act and the choices you PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
make right now might be unusually creative and **** You might be caught up in your own
dynamic, even for you. A potential loved one plays thoughts. As a result, a compliment from
a strong role in your choices, and this person is someone close to you could fall to the wayside.
A big smile will go a long way in patching up a
likely to affect your feeling of well-being.
'misunderstanding.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Much goes on that you will choose not to
discuss. You might consider making a mayor BORN TODAY
purchase that is somewhat indulgent. Thie item Singer Whitney Houston (1963), football player
could be something you use to update your home, Delon Sanders (1987), actress Gillian Anderson
(1968)
or perhaps it will be a gift for a loved one.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Aug. 9, 2016:
This year you make a difference where it counts.
You have a lot of energy, and you'll choose to
funnel it into your family life. You value beautiful
surroundings more, as you feel they are important
to your well-being. If you are single, you'll meet
someone with ease. What happens and how
you meet this person are not as important as the
interaction you have when you do meet. If you are
attached, the two of you enjoy your quiet time at
home. Spend as much time together as possible.
SCORPIO is drawn to you, but he or she can be
very challenging at the same time.

1
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COLLEGE BASEBALL

•

MLB: ATLANTA 6,ST LOUIS 3

With MSU Waino has rough
go,Cards drop another home series
relievers,
Bandits
second in
world series
EULIMION
The Associated Press

By JEFF ARM
Sports Editor
he Murray State Racers
have 18 players on their
current roster who are
playing in collegiate baseball
leagues across the nation this
summer.
Here is an update on their
progress:

T

Blake Clynes,
Derrick Watson
Clynes is a starting pitcher and a relief pitcher for the
Bandits of the St. Louis Metro
Collegiate Baseball League.
Watson is also a reliever for the
Bandits.
St. Louis advanced to the
National Amateur Baseball Federation College World Series in
Toledo, Ohio, where it went 3-0
in pool play by collecting wins
against the Oil City Stags (8-5)
and the Columbus Braves (100)and Oil City Stags (7-6).
The Bandits added victories
in the quarterfinal (13-3 against
the Illinois D20 Mules) and
semifinal rounds (13-3 against
Cleveland Blaze Black) of the
single-elimination tournament
before falling 5-4 to the Toledo
Hawks in the championship
game.
In eight games this season,
Clynes record went 1-2 with a
5.83 ERA(19 earned runs in
29 1/3 innings). He gave up 32
hits and 21 runs overall with 25
strikeouts and 21 walks.
In three games this season,
Watson went 1-0 with a 4.05
ERA (three earned runs in 6 2/3
innings). He allowed five hits
and three runs overall with nine
strikeouts and four walks.

ST. LOUIS — Playing
the last-place Atlanta Braves
seemed to be the perfect time
for the St. Louis Cardinals to
finally assert some home-field
advantage.
Instead, with ace Adam
Wainwright pitching, they were
only handed more heartache.
Mike Foltynewicz worked
six strong innings, Nick Markakis and Erick Aybar had two
RBIs apiece and the Braves kept
the Cardinals down at home
with a 6-3 victory on Sunday.
"We go through our ups and
we go through our downs and

we're very consisfair share at home,but
tently inconsistent,"
I think it's one of those
Brandon Moss said.
things where you just
"That's all there is to
can't describe, you
it.,,
can't explain."
The Cardinals are
Matt Kemp added
26-32 .at home after
two hits and an RBI
going 55-26 last seato help the Braves
son, but have been
take two of three,outgood on the road at
scoring the Cardinals
32-21. They were 6-4
19-8 over the last two
Wahmaight
on the previous homegames. Atlanta has
stand, including a
the worst record in the
four-game sweep of the Padres, majors at 41-70, but has won
but have dropped four of their seven of its last 11 overall.
last five home series.
Wainwright (9-6) had a rare
"This is the first time we've off day against Atlanta, allowhad to hear about it in a while," ing three runs in the first and
manager Mike Matheny said."I second. He entered 8-2 with a
still say we're going to win our 2.95 ERA against the Braves,

who drafted him in the first
round in 2000 and traded him to
St. Louis in a 2003 deal for J.D.
Drew.
"I've never had an inning
where I threw 39 pitches that
I commanded the ball OK,"
Wainwright said."It was a frustrating game, no doubt."
Braves interim manager Brian Snitker thought Wainwright
was going to retire the side in
order in the first.
"Next thing you know he
walks Freddie (Freeman) and
guys start grinding out at-bats,"
Snitker said. "It's what we've
been doing."
Moss had a sacrifice fly and
a double, and Yadier Molina

had three hits and an RBI for St.
Louis.
Foltynewicz (5-5) gave up a
run and six hits. In his previous
three outings, he allowed 14
earned runs over 16 1/3 innings.
He was careful to give the
Cardinals a nod.
"This is a great team," the
right-hander said,"even though
they're not doing so hot right
now."
Jim Johnson earned his
eighth save.
Braves third baseman Adonis
Garcia made an outstanding
stab down the line to turn a double play on Jhonny Peralta in
a- See CARDINALS, Page 12

RIO SUMMER OLYMPICS

elps adds more gold

Adam Bauer
Bauer was a left fielder for
the Petersburg Generals of the
Coastal Plain League.
In 35 games this season,
his batting average was .246
(30-for-122,seven doubles,four
home runs) with 21 RBIs and
26 runs scored. Bauer, had a
.434 slugging percentage and a
.367 on-base percentage.
Petersburg finished the first
half in eighth place (8-17) in the
CPL East Division standings.
In the second half, the Generals went 7-17 and also placed
eighth.

Aaron Bence
Bence was a center fielder
for the Lafayette Aviators of the
Prospect League.
In 57 games this season, his
batting average was 298(59for-198,six doubles,two triples,
one home run) with 15 RBIs
and 37 runs scored. Bence, who
was the stolen base champion
with 40, had a .421 on-base
percentage and a .364 slugging
percentage.
Lafayette, which finished the
first half 17-13 and in second
place in the PL East Division
standings, went 13-17 in the
second half to place fifth and
miss the league playoffs.

Austin Dubsky
Dubsky was a starting pitcher and a relief pitcher for the St.
Cloud Rox of the Northwoods
League.
In eight games this season,
his record was 4-0 with a 1.26
ERA (six earned runs in 43
innings). Dubsky gave up 35
hits and 11 runs overall with 28
strikeouts and 21 walks.
St. Cloud finished the first
half at 24-11 and in second
place, a half-game behind Eau
Claire in the NL North Division
standings. With Dubsky returning to Murray State for the fall
semester, the Rox are 19-11 and
currently second in the second
half.

Brandon Hicks
Hicks was a relief pitcher for
the Petersburg Generals of the
Coastal Plain League.
In eight games this season,
his record was 1-0 with a 3.52
ERA (six earned runs in 151/3
innings). Hicks allowed 16 hits
sand 13 runs overall with II
strikeouts and three walks.
Petersburg finished the first
a. See UPDATE, Page 12

AP Photo
left
Nathan
Michael
From
Adrian,
Phelps and Ryan Held celebrate after winning the gold medal in the men's 400-meter freestyle swimming final during the
2016 Summer Olympics on Sunday in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Team USA swimmers Games begin with US
shine; Williamses ousted teen winning first gold
The Associated Press
RIO DE JANEIRO — Michael
Phelps has to clear out more space in his
medal case.
Tune to make room for gold No. 19.
With yet another da771ing performance, the most decorated athlete in
Olympic history added to his staggering
haul Sunday night in the 4x100-meter
freestyle relay, giving the United States
a lead it never relinquished.
"When I was on the block,I honestly
thought my heart was going to explode
out of my chest," Phelps said. "I was so
hyped tonight and so excited."
Defending
champion
Olympic
France was out front when Phelps dove
into the water on the second leg, taking over for leadoff swimmer Caeleb
Dressel. Even though the 100 free isn't
one of Phelps' specialties — he's never
swain it individually at the Olympics,
only in the relays — he blazed down
and back in a stunning 47.12 seconds,
a time that was faster than all but the
three anchors on the medal-winning
teams, three of the best in the world at
that distance.
"Coming off the wall I thought my
kickout was great," Phelps said. "I just
wanted to hammer it, hit the touch and
give them a bigger lead."
Ryan Held kept the Americans in
front before giving way to Nathan Adrian,the nation's best sprinter.
Racing nothing but the clock. Katie
Ledecky gave the U.S. its first victory
by crushing her own world record in the
400 freestyle.
The result was totally expected. The
unassuming teenager from suburban
Washington has dominated the longer
freestyle events since winning gold in
the 800 free at the London Olympics as

a 15-year-old.
The only drama was whether she'd
take the world record even lower.
Her powerful stroke quickly made
that a moot point, too.
Ledecky kicked off the first wall with
a lead of nearly a body length and steadily pulled away from the overmatched
field — as well as the world-record line
superimposed on the video screen.
The whipping gusts that disrupted
athletes and spectators alike were just
a prelude to the winds of change that
roared through Rio de Janeiro on Sunday night: Serena and Venus Williams
lost an Olympic doubles match for the
first time.
Day 2 of the Rio Games proved quite
the breeze for some athletes and much
too windy for others. The gusts ripped
apart a large decorative panel on the
swimming venue and even shut down
shopping at the megastore — essentially
an enormous tent — inside the Olympic
Park.
Then, the tempest: the Williams sisters were stunned in the opening round
by the Czech Republic's Lucie Safarova
and Barbora Strycova 6-3, 6-4 after entering Sunday's match with a 15-0 mark
in the Olympics.
They had won the gold medal in
women's doubles every time they entered the event: in 2000,2008 and 2012.
The American duo was seeded No. 1 in
Rio and coming off a 14th Grand Slam
championship together at Wimbledon a
month ago.
China won yet another medal in air
rifle on a day nasty winds sent the clay
targets in the trap event bobbing and
bouncing through the air, forced delays on the tennis courts and whipped
a- See TEAM USA, Page 12

The Associated Press
RIO DE JANEIRO — The Olympics
began in full with the first gold medal
going to an American teenager by the
fearsome name of Thrasher. There was
plenty of rough riding on a punishing
cycling course, a smooth opener for
Kevin Durant and company, and a difficult loss for Venus Williams.
The American men's basketball team
romped past China 119-62 Saturday
night behind Durant's 25 points. Although it was a blowout, bettors in Las
Vegas, where wagering on the Olympics is legal for the first time since 1998,
were undoubtedly on edge until the final
minutes.
Japan's Kosuke Hagino won the
men's 400-meter individual medley in
the marquee race in Saturday night's
swimming program, albeit a bit less
flashy without two of the sport's biggest
stars. Michael Phelps, the world record
holder and two-time Olympic champion, dropped the race for his fifth games
and defending champion Ryan Lochte
didn't qualify.
Virginia Thrasher,a 19-year-old who
once had her heart set on figure skating,
captured the 10-meter air rifle Saturday.
Greg Van Avermaet of Belgium won the
grueling road race that left cyclists with
a myriad of injuries.
Riders rolled off to the sound of
crashing waves on Copacabana Beach
on a steamy morning hours after Brazil's high-energy opening ceremony
featuring thumping funk, sultry samba
and supermcdel Gisele Buridchen sauntering to the tune of"The Girl from Ipenema."
Showcasing Rio's famed beaches
and majestic mountains, the men's road
race began under clear, sunny skies
1

buzzing with helicopters — some carrying TV cameras,others from the military to provide security.
The brutality of the course became
evident over the cobblestone sectors
that rattled one cyclist off his bike, cost
another his chain and forced Tour de
France champion Chris Froome to replace his broken bike.
Van Avermaet out-sprinted Jakob
Fuglsang and Rafal Majka on the long
run to the finish at sun-splashed Copacabana Beach after Italy's Vincenzo
Nibali and Colombia's Sergio Henao
crashed while trying to navigate a corner on the final harrowing descent of the
6-hour race.
Goalkeeper Hope Solo came up big
as the United States fought off France
1-0 in a group stage match at Mineinso
Stadium. Carli Lloyd scored the games
only goal.
Solo became the first goalkeeper,
male or female, to reach 200 appettances in international play. Despite the
milestone, Solo was still peppered with
jeers from the crowd, which was riled
up about social media posts she made
about the threat of the Zara virus.
Thousands of police and soldiers
were patrolling the city amid conceras
about safety.
On Saturday. there was a sage
during the break at the eventing dre,ssage at the Olympic Equestrian Center
as a military-looking bullet pierced die
roof of the tent and landed on the flonr
near startled reporters. Tlie competition
was not disrupted and nobody was hurt.
Brazilian military and police called
it "an unfortunate incident," one diet
came shortly after bomb-disposal ehpens blew up an unattended bag near
a. See BEGIN, Page 12
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Newcomb captures West Kentucky Open
Statt Report

AREA SCHEDULE
Todey's Games
No games scheduled

SPORTS ON TV
Todaye Game
BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN
Lrttle League Wond Series, Southeast
Regional, semifinal, et Warner Robins, Ga.
8 p.m
ESPN
Line League World Senn, Southwest Regional, semifinal, at Waco, Texas
NORSE RACING
3 p.m.
FS2 — Saratoga Live, Cab Calloway Stakes, at
Saratoga Springs, N.Y
MU
p.m.
MLB — San Francisco at Miami OR Atlanta at
Milwaukee
7 p.m.
MLB — Mannan at St Louts
RIO SUMMER OLYMPICS
8 a.m.
NBCSN — Wornen's Field Hockey U.S. vs. Australia (LIVE); Women's Fencing; Women's Basketball U.S. vs. Spam (LIVE); Women's Fencing,
Indmdual Sabre Quarterfinals and Gold Medal
Finals (LIVE), Women's Rugby Semifinals (LIVE);
Archery; Men's Basketball. U.S. vs. Venezuela
(LIVE), Men s Water Polo (LIVE); Weightlifting.
Gold Medal Finals, Women's Volleyball: Brazil vs
Argentina (LIVE). Boxing: Elimination Matches
8 a.m.
USA — Equestrian (LIVE), Table Tennis; Men's
Beach Volleyball. Alison/Bnmo (Brazil) as. Doppler/Horst (Austria) (LIVE); Women's Handball:
Brazil vs. Romania
8:30 a.m.
BRAVO — Tennis (LIVE). Men's Singles and

MI Begin...
From Page 11
the finish line of the men's cycling race.
Among the highlights on Day

Bounced
Venus Williams, playing her
opening match at her record
fifth Olympics, lost 4-6,6-3,7-6
(5) to Kristen Flipkens of Belgium. With U.S. Secretary of
State John Kerry watching, the
fifth-seeded Williams was broken while serving for the victory
at 5-3. She was two points from
the win four times but could
not close out Flipkens, who
is ranked 62nd and only once
reached the semifinals of a major
tournament.

Youth Served
Thrasher topped her spectacular spring where she won three
NCAA titles and a spot on the
U.S. Olympic team by upsetting
China's Li Du, a two-time gold
medalist,to capture the 10-meter
air rifle title. She swapped figure skating for shooting after a
family hunting trip in which she
killed a deer with her first shot.

Handball Host
' Host Brazil upset reigning
gold medalist Norway 31-28 in

IN Cardinals...
From Page 11

Doubles. Woman's Singles and Doubles second
round
9 SIlL
NBC — Rowing (LM), Men's Water Polo:
vs. Spain (LIVE); Swimming: Qualtfying Heats
(LIVE), Canoti/Kank (LIVE); Woman's Valletta:
U.S. vs. Netherlands (LIVE); Men's Beach VMlanai,: Gibb/Patterson (U.S.) vs. liuber/Seid
Austria)(LIVE)
1k30 a.m.
TELDAUND0'. News recap; Women's Beach
Volleyball: Brazil n. Argentina Boxing: Elimination Matches; Tennis
11 a.m.
IMSNBC — Men's Beach
,baq: Herrera/
Genre (Span) vs. Jefferso~(Qatar)(LIVE),
Women's Volleyball: China vs. Italy; Men's Baskitbag: Sanaa vs. Australia (LIVE); Men's Shooting: Trap Gold Medal Flask Judo: Goad Medal
Finals (LIVE); Salting
2 p.m.
NBC UNNERSO: Qualifying Heats, Women's
Volleyball: Serbia vs. Puerto Rico; Men's Basketball: U.S. vs. Venezuela (l-NE) Boxing. Eliminabon Matches
4 p.m.
CNBC — Men's Water Polo, Women's Rugby-.
Bronze Medal and Gold Medal Final (INE); Men's
Beach Volleyball. BrouweriMeeuvisen (Netherlands) vs. Bockermann/Fluggen (Germany);
Table Tennis
7 p.m.
NBC — Men's Drying Men's Gymnastics:
Team Gold Medal Finals; Swimming (LIVE): Gold
Medal finals Men's 20Orn Freestyle & 10Orn
Backstroke, Wornen's 100m Backstroke & 10Orn
Breaststroke, Women's Beach Volleyball; Waists
Jennings/Ross (U.S.) vs. Wang/hue (China)(LIVE)
11:36 p.m.
NBC — Carme/Kardc Whitewater qualifying

the opening game of the handball tournament. Ana Paula Rodrigues led the way with 12 goals
for Brazil, which has never won
an Olympic handball medal. As
the arena filled with passionate
home fans for the early morning
game,five straight goals and big
saves from goalkeeper Mayssa
Raquel Pessoa paved the way
for victory.

Women First
France won the first rugby
match at the Olympics in 92
years — and the first ever for
women — beating Spain 24-7
to begin the six-day sevens
tournament. Rugby sevens, the
fast-pace, condensed form of
the game, is the format for the
sport's return to the Olympic
program for the first time since
1924, when the U.S. men won
gold in the 15-a-side tournament.

Bad Break
French gymnast Samir Ait
Said's Olympics ended when he
severely injured his left leg while
vaulting during team preliminaries. Said's leg bent awkwardly
as he tried to land, the sound
echoing through the arena. Said
writhed on the ground in agony
while medical officials tended to
him. He exited on a stretcher to
a standing ovation. MI

streak, matching his career best
set in 2014. Aybar had a two-run
triple in the second and has hit in
12 straight.

the sixth.
After needing 61 pitches to
get through the first two innings,
Wainwright finished strong with
four scoreless frames. But the
Cardinals stranded five runners
over the first two.
"It was a weird game, man,"
Wainwright said. "One thing I
know is I felt great and I'll be
ready next time."

Cardinals: 2B Matt Carpenter
was not in the lineup a day after
getting removed with apparent
side muscle difficulties. He was
activated off the DL on Friday
after missing 24 games with a
strained right oblique.

Still Streaking
Atlanta CF Ender Inciarte
singled and scored in the second and has an 18-game hitting

Cardinals: Michael Wacha
(7-7, 4.35) has won his last five
decisions heading into the opener of a three-game series against
the Reds. IN

•Update...
From Page 11
half in eighth place (8-17) in the
CPL East Division standings.
In the second half. the Generals went 7-17 and also placed
eighth.

Caleb Hicks
Hicks was a third baseman
and shortstop for the Petersburg
Generals of the Coastal Plain
League.
In 26 games this season,
his batting average was .225
(20-for-89,eight doubles,one
home run) with 10 RBIs and 10
runs scored. Hicks had a .348
slugging percentage and a .289
on-base percentage.
Petersburg finished the first
half in eighth place (8-17) in the
CPL East Division standings.
In the second half, the Generals went 7-17 and also placed
Fighth.

Tyler Lawrence
Lawrence is a catcher for the
Falmouth Commodores in the
prestigious Cape Cod Baseball
League.
In 29 games this season,his
lifting average is .312(29-for.

Trainer's Room

Up Next

93,three doubles, seven home
runs) with 23 RBIs and 15 runs
scored. Lawrence has a .286
slugging percentage and a .444
on-base percentage.
Falmouth went 29-15 to win
CCBL West Division title. The
Commodores swept the Hyannis
Harbor Hawks in consecutive
games in a first-round playoff
series

John Lollar
Lollar was a starting pitcher
and a relief pitcher for the Winchester Royals of the Virginia
Valley Baseball League.
In eight games this season,
he made seven starts and one
relief appearance to compile an
1-2 record with .a 3.66 ERA(16
earned runs in 39 1/3 innings).
Lollar allowed 37 hits and 19
runs overall with 37 strikeouts
and 13 walks.
Winchester went 23-19 to
finish second in the VVBL
North Division standings.

Kipp Moore
Moore was a catcher, first
baseman,third baseman and
designated hitter for the Valley
Blue Sox of the New England
Collegiate Baseball League.

off the wall for his 3,000th career hit in the
major leagues Sunday, becoming the 30th
player to reach the milestone.
The 42-year-old Marlins outfielder did
it in the seventh inning against Colorado at
Coors Field. He joined Paul Molitor as the
only players whose 3,000th hit was a triple.
Miami players came out of the dugout to
congratulate Suzuki,and he waved his helmet to acknowledge the cheers.
Suzuki gave the crowd a wave as he
went into the dugout. He batted again in the
ninth and drew a walk.

LEDBETTER — Former Murray State
Racer Nick Newcomb shot an 8-under 64
in the final round Sunday to win the Texas
Roadhouse West Kentucky Open at Drake
Creek Golf Club.
Newcomb (70-64-134) defeated Rick
Cochran (70-70 —140) by six strokes to
take the top spot in the Professional Division.
Other Professional Division scorers included Ryne Burnett (147), Clay Hinton
(147) and Nic Goodin (147). Preston RobiAlex Rodriguez announces
nette withdrew after firing an 80 in the first
retirement from baseball
round Saturday.
four-way
playoff
NEW
YORK (AP) — One of the most
Riley
won
a
Derek
from Joey Mayo, Drake Stepter and Nick prolific hitters and polarizing figures in
Thompson to take the Championship baseball history, slumping slugger Alex
Flight. They finished with 143s before go- Rodriguez plans to take his final turn at-bat
ing to extra holes.
with the New York Yankees on Friday night
Other Championship Flight golfers were and then become a special adviser and inPaul Wynstra (144), Lance Davis (145), structor with the team next year.
A-Rod and the club made the announceSeth Arthur (146) and Kyler Owens(155).
Cody Martin used a 146 to win the First ment before Sunday's 3-2 victory over
Flight, followed by Alexander Tison (148), Cleveland.
"This is a tough day. I love this game and
Jason Drew (148),Bryson Hammond(148),
Chris Martin (149), Nick Jones(150), Hus- I love this team," he said,often choking up.
ten Lancaster (150), DJ. Pigg (153), Jason "And today I'm saying goodbye to both."
Goodyke (155) and Robert Belt(156)
The 41-year-old Rodriguez, who sat
out the 2014 season while serving a perJim Furyk makes PGA Tour history formance-enhancing drug suspension, will
after carding first 58 at Travelers
play against Tampa Bay at Yankee Stadium
CROMWELL, Conn.(AP) — Jim Fu- and then be released following Friday's
ryk has a place in PGA Tour history all to game. New York will pay him the remainhimself with a new magic number.
der of the approximately $27 million he's
Three years after Furyk became the sixth owed as part of his $275 million, 10-year
player on tour with a 59, he took it even contract.
lower Sunday in the Travelers ChampionRodriguez said the agreement arose out
ship with a 12-under 58.
of conversations over the past few days
The 46-year-old American bounced in with Yankees Managing General Partner
an eagle from 135 yards on his third hole, Hal Steinbrenner. The two met face-to-face
ran off seven straight birdies around the turn more than once, and A-Rod said he asked
and picked up his final birdie on the 16th for one more chance to play in front of a
hole with a putt from just inside 24 feet. He New York crowd.
rolled in a short par putt on the final hole at
AUTO RACING
TPC River Highlands,thrust his arms in the
Denny
Hamlin
overcomes pain
air and waved his cap to salute thousands
for
Sprint
Cup
win
on road course
had
rushed
to
the
amphitheater
of fans who
around the 18th green.
WATKINS GLEN, N.Y.(AP) — IgnorFuryk tied for fifth at 11 under, three ing what he described as the worst pain he
strokes behind winner Russell Knox.
has ever felt in a race, Denny Hamlin prevailed in a four-lap dash to the checkered
MLB
flag Sunday to win the wreck-filled Sprint
lchiro Suzuki gets 3,000th career
Cup race at newly paved Watkins Glen Inmajor league hit against Rockies
ternational.
DENVER(AP) — Ichiro Suzuki tripled
It's the first road course win of Hamlin's

Cup career and atoned for his stunning loss
on the road course at Sonoma in June, when
he was beaten by Tony Stewart with a bang
on the last turn.
"It's very hard to win these races," Hamlin said. "I only made one mistake at Sonoma,and I didn't win."
Hamlin was virtually flawless at The
Glen and was able to conserve enough fuel
at the end, thanks to eight cautions for 20
laps. The race also had two red flag stoppages for 30 minutes.

NFL
Favre, Dungy, Harrison,Pace,
Greene,Stabler enter Hall of Fame
CANTON, Ohio (AP) — They came
in No. 4 jerseys and wearing cheeseheads.
They chanted "Go Pack Go."
It was Lambeau Field transported to
Ohio, and only one man could have caused
it.

Brett Fevre, welcome to the Pro Football
Hall of Fame.
And when he choked up talking about
his late father, Irv, and how Fevre spent his
career "trying to redeem myself' to make
Iry proud, the crowd offered loud and comforting support.
Adding that "this is tougher than any
third-and-15," he spoke of his new goal
once his father died in 2003.
Football's most durable quarterback (a
record 299 straight regular-season starts
and 321 including playoffs) and one of its
greatest passers, Favre was the first threetime MVP(1995-97)and an NFL champion
in 1996. He played with four teams, defining toughness and fortitude, particularly in
16 seasons with the Packers, a franchise he
helped revitalize.
A swashbuckler with no fear on the field
— in addition to completing 6,300 passes
for 71,838 yards and 508 touchdowns, he
threw an NFL-high 336 interceptions —
Fevre was a three-time All-Pro and made
11 Pro Bowls. His enthusiasm and love for
the game marked his career, which began in
Atlanta in 1991 and ended with the Vikings
in 2010. He spent 2008 with the Jets.
Joining Fevre in the class of 2016 were
Tony Dungy, a trail-blazing coach and Super Bowl winner; one of his stars, Marvin
Harrison; Kevin Greene; Orlando Pace;
Ken Stabler; Dick Stanfel; and Ed DeBartolo Jr.

al, taking gold in the women's
52-kilogram judo division. The
top-ranked Kelmendi struggled
for years to represent her country, which declared independence from Serbia in 2008. At
the last Olympics she represented Albania because Kosovo was
not recognized by the International Olympic Committee until
2014.

•Team USA...
From Page 11
treacherous waves in the Rodrigo de Freitas Lagoon.
Sunday's rowing regatta
was called off after a twohour delay when the choppy
seas didn't let up. Race officials said winds gusting up to
34 mph (15 meters per second) pushed buoys into the
lanes and capsized two boats
during morning practice.
The Americans had another shattering disappointment
in the women's road race
when three cyclists blew past
Mara Abbott within sight of
the finish line. Dutch rider
Anna van der Breggen led
the charge, giving the Netherlands back-to-back golds in
the event.
Her teammate Annemiek
van Vleuten crashed while
leading the race on the same
final decent where Giro d'
Italia winner Vincenzo Nibali and Colombian climber
Sergio Henao tumbled while
leading the men's race Saturday. Van Vleuten sustained
three small fractures in her
spine and was hospitalized in
intensive care.
Other highlights from Day
2 of the Rio Games:

In 38 games this season, his
batting average was .239(32for-134, three doubles) with 10
RBIs and 15 runs scored. Moore
had a .261 slugging percentage
and a .338 on-base percentage.
Valley went 24-20 to finish
second in the NECBL Northern
Division standings.

Ramsey Scott
Scott is a first baseman for
the Asheboro Copperheads of
the Coastal Plain League.
In two games this season, his
batting average is .143(1-for-7)
with no RBIs or runs scored.
Scott, who has walked twice
this year, has a .143 slugging
percentage and a .333 on-base
percentage.
Asheboro, which went 19-8
in the first half to place first in
the CPL West Division standings, went 9-17 in the second
half to place seventh.

China Gold
China's bid for a gold in
shooting seemed to take a hit
when a two-time defending gold
medalist failed to qualify. But
Zhang Mengxue picked up the
slack, earning China's fourth
air pistol gold in the last five
Games. China has dominated
the air rifle and pistol shooting
events at the Olympics, earning
nine gold medals since the 2000
Sydney Games.
AP Photo
Senegal
shoots
over
United States center Brittney Griner
guard Fatou Dieng during the second half of a women's basketball game at the Youth Center during the 2016 Summer
Olympics on Sunday in Rio de Janeiro.

Record Rout
Diana Taurasi and the U.S.
women's basketball team opened
their Olympics with a record
rout, smashing Senegal 121-56
while setting Olympic marks for
most points in a game, margin
of victory and assists (36). The

Americans, also featuring firsttime Olympians Brittney Griner,
Ella Delle Donne and Breanna
Stewart, have won 42 consecutive Olympic games.

Kosovo First
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Bad Break
A day after gruesomely
breaking his left leg while vaulting during men's preliminaries,
French gymnast Samir Air Said
posted a Facebook video from
his hospital bed on Sunday
thanking people for their support
and pledging to shoot for Tokyo
in 2020. Said underwent surgery
to repair his fibula and tibia he
fractured while trying to land a
vault.•

Majlinda Kelmendi won
Kosovo's first Olympic med-
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SEASON COMPLETE
Caleb Arbeiter. Adam Bauer,
Blake Clynes, Matt Dudes,
Chad Gendron,Joseph McMahon, Austin Shalicross, Davis
Sims, Derrick Watson.
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Mow with an Attitude.
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